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Campus cnme bill
may cause upheaval
•
Ill Howarq security
By Kevin Chappell

Sharon Pratt Dixon celebrates following her landslide victory In the District Mayoral race.

•

Dixon wins big In Mayoral election
Howard alumna vows "not to let city down "and to "clean house" after victory
By Desiree Robinson

enthusiastically told supporters at her
victory celebration, ''It is time to clean

Hiiitop Staff Repatef

house!''
''My heart is full, and D.C. I am not

She's the Mayor!
Democrat Sharon Prat; Dixon, a
Howard Universiry alumna and member of the Howard Board of Trustees,

gonna let you down," Dixon said.
Di.'<on, a district native and former
Potomac Electric Power Co. executive,
became the first black woman elected as
treasurer of the Democratic National
Committee. Dixon is also a member of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Ten;i l:Iolland, a senior economics
major from New Jersey, and a member
of · Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority says

won in a · landslide election on Tues.
against Republican candidate Maurice
T. Turner for the District ma}·or's of-

fice.
Mayor-elect Dixon,who garnered an
unprecedented 86 percent of the vote,

that she is pleased with Dixon's victory.

invite the resignation of the previous
''I think she was the better candidate exccutivC::s," Dixon said. She also added
and she will do a good job in leading the
that Mayor Marion Barry was not as
District of Columbia,'' Holland said, ''It
''enthusiatic M she'' ab6ut that decision.
just goes to show that Howard UnivcrDixon indicated that she will begin
isty produces well-rounded and strucher office, effective on Jan. 2, 1991,
tured leaders,'' she added.
with a management audit which is exIn her first visit as mayor-eled to the
pected IO reduce the city payroll. Apdistrict building. Dixon told reporters
proximately 170 district workers will be
on Wed. the the fll"St order business · affected by the audit.
would be to secure lhe resignation of top
Aca>rding to Dixon, the people of
Barry adn1inistrators.
the district are "frustrated'' with the
• ''II is a statndard operating procedure
see DIXON, page 13
wheR; you have a new chief executive to
'

I

•

ment assistance of any private university in the country and would have the
Hilltop Staff Reporter
most to Jose by nol adhering to the
federal guidelines. Bui Jason said the
\
Although Howard University may1
possibility of such a Joss doe.s not seem
have the most to lose if a bill requiring to scare Howard administrators.
colleges to disclose crime statistics is
''I have known about this bill for
passed, the university has yet to take any mont~ now and I haven't seen anythi11g
steps to improved its often-criticized
done," Jason said '"The impact of this
security division.
bill could be devastating if it is not taken
In its simplest form, the College seriously," he warned.
Crime Reporting Bill wouJd force uniJason estimates it would take al least
versities to annually publish s1atistics in six months to put together a system that
nine C'.l.tegorics of crime • from murder coold accurately gather and disclose
to arson - reported on their campuses for crime statistics to students.
the previous three years. The first report
''We have to be accountable for the

would be due September 1991 and fail·
ure by a university to comply with the_
bill would jeopardize federal aid.
Bui Lt. Coyal Jason, head of How·
ard's Crime Prevention department,
said the hill is more complex than it first
appears. ''The entire security system at
Howard would have to be upgraded and
perhaps overhauled to adhere to federal
guidelines if the bill is passed," he said.
Last week. the bill, which is being
pushed hardest by a couple in Pennsylvania whose daughter was raped and
murdered in a Lehigh University donn
rOom in 1986, passed the Senate on a
, unanimous voice vote two days after
sailing through the House the same way.
It is now headed for an expeaed signature by President George Bush.
Howard receives the most govern-

-

liata we publish," he said. 'Jason also
admitcd that Howard has a reputatio11 of
''fLXing the numbers so they add up."
But he fean this type of menta1ity may
come back to haunt the university. He
added that presently their system is so
inefficient that ''we have to sometimes
go back and count each individual case
to compile data."
This inefficiency may be tJ_ie reason
Howard doesn 't regularly report the
types and 'frequency of crimes on campus. But Chief Lawrence Dawson, director of security at Howard, maintained ''reporting raw statistics can be
misleading." He also said that putting
on a good face is important. ''If all
schools do it that's omething,.but if only

see CRIME, page 8
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Women of the Decade' come to HU

By Traci Carter
H•llop Staff Roportar

''A History of Turning Obstacles into
Opportunities," was the theme of the
10th Annual 'Salute to Black \Vomen
presented by the Unde~gradu.ate Stu... dent Assembly, Sunday, Nov. 5th. It
" embodied the essence of success and
achievement as exemplified by the six
deserving recipients.
During the selection process for the
six cadidates,Tracey Knight, ~UGSA
programs co-ordinator, said ''\Ve were
looking for successful Black women
who have become role models for our
community and for our children."
The recipient for excellence in the

try, supermodel Beverly Johnson cited
that sexism and racism arc still very
much alive in the work plac.e. Johnson
said the award is symbolic of the hard
times she endured in breaking the stereotype of a 'supermodel' as a fairskinned blonde with blue eyes. ''Black
women have too much to be ignored.
We are u creative and intelligent as our
white counterparts, given equal a~
and equal opportunity," Johnson said.
Honored for outstanding service to
the Howard community, Dr. Alyce
Gullattee, MD. emphasized that obstacles still exist for African-Americans
in the fonn of envy and negative feeling$, especially for African-American

field of education, Johnetta Cole, Ph.D,
highlighted the event by coining the
tenn ''she-roes'' to describe the tenacity
of African-American women. According to Cole, the continuing obstacle
Africarl Americans face is the denial of
people~ood and, more specifically,
womanhood.
''Todl, African -American won1en
must ntend with the 'glass ceiling.'
You
only go so far and can't seem to
rise an further,"' she said.
Cole lso advised anyone with aspiration t ard educatibn to '' ... remember
once t e glory and 'fame go away )'OU
want th think that you've helped shape
thew Id. That's what being a teacher is
all a UI."
excellence in the fashion indus-

See, WOMEN, page 8 '
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INSIDE

Does •
Jenifer
make the
grade? '

President Franklyn Jenifer
COURSE

By B.G. Neely

For the past two weeks, students all
over campus have been completing
their teacher evaluation forms in class.
But the one administrator that students
don't get the opportunity to evaluate is
the big man himself, President Franklyn
Jenifer.
\
.
Jenifer has been at the llcim of
•
Howard
University for more than half a
semester. Docs he make the grade? He
has talked about instituting many new
programs and procedures for improving
• the university, but has not yet had tin'IC
to complete all of his plans.
Aca>rding to a recent Hilltop poll,
President Jenifer' receives an overall
passing grade for his first half a semes·
ter at Howard. However, students and
a~ministration officials differ greatly
•
on their opinions of the job Jenifer is
doing. Most of the- students queslioned
in a theHilltop poll felt the presidenl's
performance should receive an overall
grade of ''C." On the other hand adtnin-

I

I

'

Many Howard students hold down
part-time jobs to make ends meet
Su page 2

c

Housing 101
Secui-ity Crisis Management

c
c

Open Door Policy

B

The Blaclanan's GuideTake 2
• The controversial guide
continues to be a topic of discussion on campus.
See page 3

8%A
19% B
38%

Talent Search
•Fine arts Professor searches for
unknown talent to star in campus
production.
Su page JO

c·'

17% D

A Hairy problem

19% F

• Hair bwnps prove to be a
sticlcly problem on campus.
See page 12

B. GARETH NEELY

istrators generally feel that the president
is making positive strides and see good
things coming from Jenifer's adminisira1ion.
"I think President Jenifer has done a
terrific job. He came in and quickly
acquainted himself with the univer-

I

problem, identifying _the solution nla)'
be a monwnental task.

President Jenifer's Average
Grade From Survey Results

""

Crowded classrooms:
·More than ~ meets eye
By Neita Jackson

B

Financial Aid Management

.

Hilltop Stall ReporW

Working 9 to 5

GRADE

lnlro ''to Registration
•

,.

sity." Dr. Con.stance Rotan, the ViccPresidcnt for the administration. ''He
has been responsive to the wishes and
desires of the students and faculty. He
has been alen to pick up on the prob-

see REPORT, page 13

Sometlzing to clzeer-

Finally
• Bison end losing streak with

big win.

S.. page 14

/r /1a1>pe1JS all llie ti111e: Joe Hoivard

Sheffield Barkwell, registration and
research assistant in the Office of the
Registrar, explained that scheduling for
classrooms is a ''never-ending," complicated process. ' They are presently

sa1u1ters iii class 14 n1Uu1tes after it •vas
sclieduled co begiJL He is busy disrup1it1g tlie class wirli' ''Excuse nie's'' a1ui scheduling for Fall 1991.
"/'111 sorry's'' wl1e1i lie co11ies lO tlie
Along with two of his assistants,
striki11g rea/izatio1~liere are no seats Barkwell schedules rooms after he releft. Tl1is is in a class r/Ult /1ad an ceives a computer printout-the ColUSC
original capaciry of 35 srude11rs, but Master File-from the Computer .Cenno1v IUJS 42.
ter, sends it to the departments, and the
Many Howard students face this di- departments send it back with changes.
lemma and are quite upset about it. These may include chaiiges in roonlS,
Students say, even when they arenot times, days, and instructors. Barkwell
late, they still have lo contend wilh a said, Ibis is "when the problem occw-s.
seating problem.
''One ~ing people fail to realize js
''It doesn't make any sense that I, or the fact that they (the schools and colanyone for that matter, have to go to leges) want us to schedule, but 'vc only
another classroom for a chair. Then it have 84 rooms. We don't control all the
makes me mad when I walk by a class space in the university," said Bark\vell.
'
..!with 16 students in it and it's held in a
Priority, he said, is given to the
big auditorium,'' sajd Melissa Murphy, schools. For example, if there is a
a se"nior psychology major.
Freshman English clas.s being held in
''One day I went by 105 Locke and Burr, and the Physical Education dethere were so many people in the class partment has a change that necessitates
that they were sitting out in the hallway that same room. Physical Education
listening 10 the lecture," said Denis will get the room. The English class will
Dobbins, a junior management major.
have to be rescheduled to another roon1,
Dobbins felt this presented a prob- Barkwell explained.
lem because "there are so many distracWhich again brin~ us to his origi11al
tions, how ck> you expect students to pay
.po_i_n_t:_Th_e_re
__is_no_t_e_n_o..:ugh::.....:'P_a_ce_.__ .
attention?''
Although it is fairly easy identify the see CLASS, page 15
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Counseling service
more
offers
than just guidance
By T. Nleta Wigginton

Counseling on the Howard University campus began in 1957 with- the
Liberal Arts Counseling Service • The
present university-wide counseling
•

servicc,which Was established in 1%0,
is an outgrowth of this program . I •

• •

I

•

The University Counseling Service
is located in the Student Resource C.Cnter of the CB. Powell Building. The
staff is presently composed of 12
trained· counselors. The majority of the
counselors arc alumni from the univer·
sity. ~ir experiences at Howard and
in the Distrid: of ·Columbia's community enable them to bcnc:r relate 10 _the
students.
The Counseling Servic.e provides
counseling for Howard students and
members of the swrounding community. Counseling is free to students

upon the presentation of a validated
certificate of registration and studenc
1.0.
The cost to community members is
relatively inexpensive when compared
to rates clwged by private practices.
The University Counseling service
clwges $30 for the initial intake fee.
The cost of individual counseling is $75
an hour compared to the $100 an hour

fee charged by private practices. Group

counseling is also available at $45 per
each hour and a~ half session. (Eigh1 is
the maximum ppacity per group.)
Group counseling addresses specific
needs. Two grouJ,s which are presently
active are the Freshman Transitional
Group and the Black Woman's Support
Group.
According to Administrative Aide
Violet Shelton, "The purpose of the
Counseling Servi is to assist the· student with any trsonal or vocational
•'
needs.''
The Counseli g Service attempts to
assist the matriculating student by providing various options. Individuals
experiencing emotional difficulties receive personal COWlSCling and psychotherapy. Psychotherapy is a method of
treatment which involves talking.
Counselors utilize various counseling methods including Behavioral,
Cognitive, ' Freudian, Psychod)•namic
and Rogerian. The mode of treatment is
btl.$Cd on the need of the client. The
student is then paired with the counselor
who can provide the best assisiance.
Career counseling is also available.
Students are guided towards a suitable
field on the basis of vocational and
personality tests. The results of these

see coJNSEUNG; page 8
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President Franklyn G. Jenifer and wife Alfleda were among the guests for the divinity school's annual banquet.

The School of Divinityf 74th Annual
Convocation issues call for al
· support
By Yolanda O' Quinn
Hilltop Staff Reporter

At the Seventy-Fourth Annual Convocation Banquet for the School of Divinity, President Franklyn G. Jenifer
told alwnni that they do not support the
school enough.
Dean Lawrence N. Jones introduced
Jenifer as a fresh vision to the only
•
comprehensive Black university in the
world. ''We arc in good hands with Dr.

Jenifer,'' he said.
''Black Americans need to do for
themselves," said Jenifer, quoting a
statistic that onJy 5% of Howard alumni
give back to the University, Which
makes Howard the lowest· of all Black
ins1itutions that receive suppon from
their alumni.
He expressed his happiness of re·
turning home to his alma mater, but he
noticed that ''Ji1tle ol' Howard had lost a
little something." Sure there were new

building; and facilities. but the schoc.'
had not been able to keep up the old
buildingo; as he noticed that these build·
ings were in desperate need of repair.
. He urged tlie alumni to give, adding
that it was not how m~ch they gave that
was important but just the fact that they
give. He also said, ''Give to Howard
because whCn you do you give to yourself."
Some alumni felt that Howard had
prepared them well for their fields and

•

should receive more alumni support
"I will go and tell all the alumni I
know to support .Howard," said alum·
nus Rev. T.H. Hagin of Alexander
Memorial Baptist Oiurch.
Jenifer stressed that Howard can't be
all thingo; to all people. He hrought out
an incident involving a maj•.ir oontnb~
tor to the university that tolJ him not to
worry about social issues. but to con·

see DIVINITY, page 6
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C.S.A. brings tales of island to life
By Yolalne Thelzer

More than 15 Caribbean islands are
represented on Howard --i:1\iTeersity's
campus. The Caribbean Student Associ~tion (CSA) was formed more than
30 years ago to help students from these
islands feel at home.
The organization provides a sup'port
system for Caribbean studen3 and students of Caribbean parentage. The
organization strives co unite the Howard
Caribbean student hody.
"C.SA is important because cul1urally we are different fro~ Americans,''
stated Bermuda Association president
'fona Douglas. ''Bennuda is not in the
Caribbean, but we are culturally very

•

Working and school: Students say
it's difficult to find the perfect balance
She added that she ''had no life'' last
year when, in addition to tackling 20
Hilop Staff ABIX*tll
credit hours. Nole held IWo jobs and had
10 catch lhe bus 10-and-fron1 work. The
With the current high oost of living hour ride 'cut into her study time she
and going to schoo~ many students are said.
l~
1
finding it necessary to work. either to
This semester Nole said that she's
meet their educational or social needs. doing helter, takin.1?. only 15 credit hours
1bc fmancial rewards may make it and holding one job. ''Any job conflicts
worth the effort, but many studer have wi~h my schooling, but the hours are
to pay a price for holding a job.
pretty good," she added,
Tarryn Nole, 19, a junior public relaTerrance Conner, who works as a
tions inajor who works as an assistant sales representative and cashier al Up
therapist at Comprehensive Leaming Against the Wail; is another student
Center, said she feels the extra pressure who has felt the pressures accompanied
. of working and going to school. ''U you by working.
go to school all day, you're tired ... I
''It can ·get. kind of hectic at times,"
work with kids, and yo\i have to have a said lhe junior JEychology major. ''If
lot of energy.''
·you're going to school full-time, it's

By Juen Ponder

difficult to work over 10-15 hours a
week. I try to limit myself to just working on the w_i:ekends."
Co1u1er, who works for the extra
money said that \vork has not affec1ed
his grades. Taking 17 hours this semester. he currently holds a 3.4 grade point
average.
It seems that man)' students, like
Conner, arc working so they can afford
the ''little luxuries'' in life.
''Studc11ts who ·work seem to have a
n1orc n1aturc attitude,'' said Jaqueline
Greene-Deckard, ail academic advioor
in the School of 1Business. The only
problc111 we try to get across to them is
time management. They have to schcd-

see WORK, page 13 \
'

Athlete's donnitory still awaits construction
By Erika Gravett

The final phase of reconstruction and
renovation of c:ook Hall, which is the

main residence of the university athletes that was closed in fall 1989, is
scheduled to begin in December.
.. Right now we are waiting for the
ad}.tion permit 10 be issued from the
(Washington) D.C. government," said
Phillip Arlin, director of Physical Fa·
cilitics Planning and Developmenl at
Howard University.
Aa:ording to Arlin, Coolt Hall was
·shut down for pwposcs of renovations
and upgrading. The decision to renovate

had already been n1adc before closing
the building.
''We have to have time 10 explore the
condition of the structure. We can't do
that while the students are Jiving there,"
Artin said.
/
The actual c~nstruction on· Cook
Hall began last November.
•
''We took all l the asbestos out of
Cook Hall. That was finished in mid·
March,'' Arlin said.
After the removal of the asbestos,
interior wall demolition was done in
order co prepare for the final phase,
which consists of completing the renovation and the construction of two additional floors.
.. We started April and we were

through by June.'' Artin said.
In order to begin the last phase of
construction, a pennit for addition has
to be secured from the District of Columbia Government. 1be renovation
pennit has already been obtained. The
university is now a\vaiting the District's
decision.
''Our lawyers from the General
Council's Office arc working and I
believe that we arc in the last stage,"
Artin said.
The estimated time to complete this
phase is 15 months, once construction is
started.
''It is a prOCCM that you cannot accel-

see COOK, page B

similar to the Caribbean students."
''At one _C.S.A meeting I learned
In the past the C.S.A was believed to that Bermuda shorts are worn' with suit
represent certain islands. ..At one time jackets to work. I · didn't realize that
. C.S.A WIL'I thought to only welcome Bermuda short.ti were such a large part
students from Jamaica, Tabago or of the daily summer iV>"ardrobe for the
Trinidad which caused the Haiti Ac,so- citizens1 of Bermuda, '' stated one CSA
1
ciation and Qermuda Association lO be member.
The C.S.A also provides an inforformed," stated C.S.A president Val·
erie Brown. ''Now students from Haiti mation network. The meetings allow
and Bermuda attend CS.A mcetingo; as Caribbean students and students of
wel~" added Brown.
Caribbean parentage to come together
During general hody meetingo; two and share iCteas. Students discuss events
Caribbean islands are profiled.
Stu· · and problcins facing their homelands.
dents from the featured ;...lands present
This infonnalion is then dispersed
skits, video tapes and fashion shows to into the Howard oommunity. Forums
represent the culture, lifestyle and econ· arc held to infonn and educate the general student body. Forums presenled
omy of their homeland.
The island profiles allow students to this semester have included, "The Atfmd out things about their neighbors ten1pted Coupe in Trinidad anct Tobago,'1 and ''Democracy in Haiti.tt.
they otherwise may not know.

University
Trustee sets

scholarships, and
has been active in in·
creasing alwnni par·
ticipation on the
West Coast"
Brown serves on
three trustee com·
•
mittees: Student Af.
•
fairs, Health Affairs,
and the Special Ad
Hoc, which is working on saving the
By Alohaa Fuller
hospital.
''Howard is on a
doorstep of another
Twenty years age, Dr. Ewart F. golden era," Brown
Brown embarked on a dream that has said. "For the past 10
finally been fulfilled. He was finally years, the university
elected to the Board of Trustees this fall. has been bogged
Dr. Ewart Brown received Board of Trustee
Brown said efforts were made to down by lack of vikeep him off the board during the for- sion. It's time that status this fall.
mer administration of Dr. James E. we recognized the
Oleek. He believes it was his independ- way we can be less dependent and more ships. · Athletes began receiving grants ,
ent thinking and the fact that he would self-sufficient.'' He said that Dr. Frank- in 1968.
Since rCceiving his inedical degree
bring up oontroversial is.sues that kept lyn Jenifer has come to Howard right on
time. ..He has the vision, confidence, in1972, Brown had made several achim off the board.
complishments. The Los AngelesAs trustee, Brown had already begun and a philosophy of self-sufficiency."
Although Raymond Archer, dean of based physician is a director of the
to assist in efforts to triple the number of
active alumni dooors. He helped coor- student affairs, didn't attend Howard Union of American Physicians & Dendinate the Howard University versus until Brown had gone to medical school, tists and serves on the editorial board of
Southern University/IA Football Clas- he had heard of Brown because Or his "Feeling Good'' magazine. In 1984, be
received the "Pacesetter'' Award from
sic on Labor Day weekend, which drew student activism.
''He was very aaive and had a good the Los Angles NMO'.
nearly 50.000 fans. That weekend,
For eight Y"""' Brown had a medical
Brown also chaired a President's Tea repoirc with the students." By his senior
for alumni which generated $150,<XXl in year 1968, Brown led the student body call-in show called "Health is Wealth"
as president and was actively involved on Los Angeles' KJU! and worked on
pledges.
Brown said one of his own innova- in the student takeover of the admini· a cab~ health program with alumni Dr.
tive ideas for alumni oontribution is the stration building. He had also served as Donald Henderson. He is also a tn.1stee
introduction of a program where gradu· the sports editor of the Hilltop, captain at Charles R. Drew University and is a
ating seniors would name the university of the track team, and was a member of publisher of a newspaper in Bermuda,
as a beneficiary on life insurance poli· Alpha Phi Omega-a service-0rien1ed h~ home country.
Brown is the father of three sons.
fraternity. In 1967, Brown formed a
cies obtained priot to graduation.
Vincent Johns. dean of special siu- group caJled SNAP (Students Negotiat· Donovan is 11 months, Trc is two yean
dent affairs.. said, ''He has always been ing for Athletic Progress). SNAP w~ old and Kevin, 19, is a junior psychol·
recruiting students. finding money for pushing for athletes to receive scholar· ogy/pre·med major at Howard.

plans into
motion
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Forum Addresses book on male-female relationships
Panelists say black males should strive for co1nmunication, not domination
unruly deseives an ''open handed slap''
in the mouth' to keep her in line:.

By Tamar Leak
H~

ther stated that relationships mean
nothing if not sanctioned by ·God.
In his opinion the ideal relationship
would have 3 partners: man,
woman and GOO.
When asked to descnbe their
ideal women the panelists: c.om·
ments differed . greatly. Holmes
provided the females with a list of
points which included their need to
''look decent '' Calming the audi·
ence, Mays stated, ''lbere · is no
ideal. You should be content with
what you have.''
Closing the forum, Bates stated
that the Black ntan is seeking a best
friend in his mate. Delta President
Darlene Jackson stated that Black
women are seeking a partnership
based on love and. forgiveness
which will provide encouragement
and support.
Kim France, a junior phar·
macy major feels, iThe intent (oi.
the forum) was good. It was posi·
tive program.''
Tia Debrick, a sophomore ·in
the College of l.J'beral Arts stated, •
It was good that people giil a chance
to express their views."

The forum featured a panel of six

Stall Repot1e<

men from various strata of the Howard
The controversial book, Tl1e
Blackman's Guide to u,rdersrwllling tlie Blackwol,lllll by Shahrazad
Ali was the topic of a heated forum

con1n1unity.

Utilizing personal experi-

ences and observations, the panelists
ans\vered questions posed by the audience

I:~

•

.

spansored by the Alpha Chapter,

Among the· panelists were junior

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc., on

· con1n1unications production n1a~r Ivan

Monc4ly, November 5 at the Black- , Bates junior marketing n1ajor Marquis
. burn' Forum.
Bro\vn, junior
microbiology major
The Blaclo11an's Guide... has

been the center of much controversy in the past year. The author,

Charles Graham,
graduate student
George Holn1es and senior television

productions n1ajor Phil Suggs.

Shahrazad Ali, has appeared on

The panelists expressed varying

many television talk shows includ·

opinions about Tl1e Black !ifar1's

ing Phil Donahue , Sally Jessy

G11ide... When asked his opinion of the
book, Bro\vn stated, ''The book raises

Raphael and most recently, Geraldo Rivera . Her book has also
been parodied on the pc1pular Fox:

ttj_evision program In Living
Color.

Many critics argue the book is
outrageous in its contention that
men should dominate women in relationships. Even those who have

not read the book, it seems, are
familiar with Ali's controversiaJ
arguemenl that a woman who is

"

The audience tvas in a

jovial rnood as the
foru1n bega11. However,
the ge1ieral attitude
quickly soured as
accusations were were
1nade btj both sexes.

"

many questions that need to

_,

answered.'~

It \Vas· Holmes' belief that the book

\Vas realistic in its presentation of reJ3.
tionships and should be viewed as a
''forerunner of Black enlightenment''
The audience was in a jovial n1o:>d as
the forun1 began. However, the general
attitude quickly soured as accusations
were made by both sexes. Both genders
had difficul1ies refraining the anger or
amusen1ent evoked by the panelists'
comn1cnlS and were frequently asked to
demonstrate mutual respect
•
Ali's perception of respect in rela·
tionships is frequently mentioned in the
guide. It is her opinion that the Black
female neglects to
pay the proper
amount of respect that is due to Black
males because of their gender.
According to Ali, the Black woman
does not know that she has a problem
and she is at fault in relationships be·
cause, '' she wants to have her own
way." lt is Ali's belier the Black
woman is the primary threat to Black.

Marquis Brown, Todd May, George Holmes, Ivan Bates, Charles Graham, and
male • female relationships.
Whe11
asked what the main threat is to male •
female relationships, Suggs replied he
reels the general lack of understanding
on both parts in the primary problem.
Holmes frequently electrified the
audience. His statements often evoked
angry boos from the female audience
and applause from their male counter·
parts. Holmes outraged the audience
when he stated that God ordained male
superiority by creating man first in the
Garden of Eden.
It was not Holmes' belief that la· .

tionships should-be half and half. Instead! it was his view roles should be
balanced in a 5U49 percentile with the
man being the superior.
Suggs refuted this comment by in·
terjecting his personal belief that it is not
the desire of the Black male to suppress
the the Black female. May quickly
supported him by stressing the impor·
tance of meeting a partner halfway.
As the forum progressed, the mood
grew darker as males and females
bombarded each other with accusa·
lions. The need to negate the validity of

'Ph1'1su;~""'

Ali's .. comments was expressed by a
member of the audience when she.
stated that :.he bookshouid h! viewed as
'
literature.
She further provided a background
which shed light on the debate when she
informed the audience that Ali is the
product of a polygamist relationship
and that her biases must be taken into
account when evaluating the guide's Jc.
gitamacy.
,..
Another unidentified member of
the audience v.·as cheered when he
stated that the book means nothing if not
evaluated on a spiritual level. He fur.

or Alameda County, California.
tion and Training Project'' will
ETHICS ESSAY
A 1963 graduate of the University or promote interdisciplinary geriatric
CONTEST POSES
California, Berke ley, School of Litw, A care among clinical faculty, and
Ramsey's judicial record dates back to will involve the establishment or
CHALLENGE
1980. As an academician, Ramsey faculty/student assessment teams.
served as a professor at his law school
The project is headed by Dr.
Dr. Carol .Rittner, director of t'le
alma mater until his app0in1ment to the Gene Gary· Williams, asS:ociate
Elie Wiesel Foundation for Human·
. Ncw' York," N.Y., recently an- bench in 1980. During his academic professor, Department of Physical
11y,
career, he also served as a visiting pro· Therapy, who will also serve as the
nounced .. the 1991 Elie Wiesel Prize
fcssor at a number of universi1ies, in· principal research investigator.
in Ethics essay contest. Full·time
Cluding the . universities of Texas and
undergraduate senior students en·
Colorado.
rolled in accredited col leges or uni·
From 1973 to 1977, Ramsey served
JENIFER CREATES
versities in the United States are eJ·J
as city councilman to the city of
giblc.
Berkeley, CA, in addition to an appoint· TASK FORCE
The themes for the 1991 contest
attorney in
.
I
are, ''Creating an Ethical Society: ment as deputy district
Earlier this month,
ConceptS of the Common Good,"· and Contra Co~tCounty, ~ and various
University President Franklyn G.
private p
·
endeavors.
·
1
''The Meaning of Ethics Today." The
Judge enry Ramsey, Jr. is also a Jenifer announced the establish·
deadline for submission of essays is
member or both the State or California ment of a Task Force on Staff
Dec. 28. Prizes of $50001 $3,CXXl and
and the U.S. Supreme Court bar asso- Dcvelop1nent: The overall purPose
$2,CXXJ arc offered.
•
• ciations, and holds memberships in a
o[ this innovative task force is to
Made possible by a major grant
variety or professional and civic organi- make recommendations for creatfrom E. Billie Ivry, New York, with
ing an on.campus environment
zations.
additional funding provided by' The
conducive to enhancing the prrifes·
.
Thaler Family foundation, Chicago,
sional growth of Howard Unlver·
the contest challenges students to ALLIED HEALTH RE-~
sity staff members.
grapple with ethical questions and CEIVES SPECIAL
Dr. Jenifer has requested tl1aJ the
issues facing them in a complex and
Task Force examine both training
PROJECTS GRANT
ever.changing world.
programs directed at helping uni·
1be Howard University College of versi1y employees perform better in
Entry forms I miy be obtained by
their current jobs as well as ways to
writing to: The Elie Wiesel Prize in · Allied Health Sciences received a three·
improve educational pro&rarns on
Ethics, 1Dc Elie Wiesel Foundation year ..Aliied Health Special Projects
campus for staff eareer growth and
for Humanity, 666 Fifth Avenue, Grant from the . U.S. Deparpnent of
development.
!Ith Floor, New York, N.Y. 10103. fiealth and Human Services, Public
The Task Force on Staff Devel·
Health Service. The program will incor·
opment consists of members of a
HU
LAW
SCHOOL
porate both faculty and student partici·
•
cro~;section of the university com·
pation.
APPOINTS
$381,939 was awarded for the munity and is chaired by Dr. Con·
NEW DEAN
development of the ''Multi·Tiered Geri· stance S. ~otan, vice·president for
administration.
atric Education and Training Project;''
Dr. Jenifer has very high expec·
Judge Henry Ramsey, Jr., new for the period between Oct 1, 1990 and
tations for the success of the task
dean of the Howard Universi1y Law Sept. 30, 1993.
The project was de·
School, comes to Howard University signed to address the need for' the devel· force and stated that the university
with a list of aedible experiences. opmenl of interdisciplinary skills in expects to begin implementation of
the recomm,endations of the Task
Ramsey comes to the university from response to the needs of the elderly.
Force in Ja11i. 1991.
his ,ition as Superior Court Judge
The ''Multi-Tiered Geriatric Educa·

-

bility. The general concensus following the forum was that there
would be no clear.cut solution to
the problems facing couples but
that forums would help to pave the
way for a better Wlderstanding between the ·sexes .

y
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PAPA FUNK PRODUCTIONS
Presents

•

SUNDAY NOVEMBER lll'JH
UMOJA (UNITY) DAY
MONDAY, NOVEMBER lIDI
HOWARD UNIVERSITY BLACKBURN CENTER HllLTOP LOUNGE 79PM
KUTIOIAGUUA DAY
Flll>!' ''NELSON MANDELA' FREE
•

•

.

MODAY, NOVEMBER lZilf -

__ ,\,-.'...

THE FUTURE OF THE'tfUNK~'

AT l.ASf!"

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13TII
HOWARD UNIVERSITY BLACKBURN CENTER AUDITORIUM 7-9PM
UJtMA DAY
WEDNJ'SDAY, NOVEMBER 14111
HOWARD UNIVERSITY DOUGLASS
HAlL ROOM 116 6:30-9PM
UJAMM DAY

•

_.µ.._

UJAMAA INFORMATION B001H

1HURSDAY, NOVEMBER lSIH
HOWARD UNIVERSITY BLACKBURN GROUND FLOOR llAM·
3'30PM
NIA DAY
COMMUNITY OUIBEAO! PROJECT
CAIL 234-9664 OR 332-3319)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16111 11-?PM
KUUMBA DAY
ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE 1990

With House,
Hip Hop,
House" Rap,
House, Reggae,
and more House
Music.

REFRESHMENTS SERVED!

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1711l, 1990
HOWARD UNIVERSITY SDIOOL OF

BUSINESS LOUNGE 3PM
IMANI DAY
PRAYER, LIBATION, AND D!SCUS·

S!ON wrIH REV. lSHAKAMUSA
BARASHANGO
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER l81li. 1990
HOWARD UNIVERSITY BLACK·
BURN CENIBR ROOM 14&'150 36PM

Tue

•

gram included : comf!!Unicating,
listening and accepting responsi-

•

NGUZO SABA WEEK!

•

"I learned a.lot Sometimes
men and women set such high stan-dards that we are not able to see the
other person as human," stated
Bates. Resolutions from the pro-

•

UBIQUITY
PRESENTS...

•

"''N'7l1._
~ f'!:y£11iR!!'ff!IMll

~ ···
D.ate: Saturday, Nov.10th 1990
Time: 10:00 PM - 5:00AM
Damage: $4.00
Location : 1328 R St. N.W, Washington, D.C.
•

'

•

FREE BEER FROM 10:00 - 11 :00 PM
(DAQURIS WILL ALSO BE SERVED)

JOIN US FOR THE FIRST ANNUAL

•

-

COLLEGE 'NIGHT AT THE RACES!
ROSECROFT RACEWAY* KEY DC

.

·'

REDMAN SPORT AND TRAVEL

'

I

WIN A BERMUDA COLLEGE WEEKS VACATION FOR TWO!
PLUS MANY OTHER GREAT PRIZES!!!
ROCK TO THE REGGAE BEAT OF MAMA JAMA WITH COi i EGE
STUDENTS FROM OVER 25 SCHOOLS IN THE GREATER DC AREAlll

NOVEMBER 14TH 4:30-UNTIL
ROSECROFT RACEWAY 6336 ROSECROFT DR. FT. WASHINGTON, MD
QUESTIONS? 301-5674000 RAIN OR SHINE!!!

SEE COUPON FOR FREI; ADMISSION!!!

FEEL THE RUSH OF HARNESS RACING AT ITS BEST POST TIME 7:30

I

'

•

·November 9, 199Q

•

I

•

since 1917
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GO A'vlkt!' 'WE
CArtT AFFORD YOU.

The Nation's Largest Black Collegi.ate Newspaper
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Save the Children·'s Theater

•
•
One of the greatest tragedies of our time is the disa.s.wciation of black youth with their rich heritage in ~
the :,arts. The Howard University Children's Theater k --,1
one' of a few remaining programs in the District that ¥·

importance for the development of character. Moreover, many black people lack an active appreciation
for the arts, and, as a result, the arts have been taken
away from the black community. Since the Harlem

offers black youth exposure to the Arts. However, ' .Renaissance, lily white theaters and jazz clubs have
university officials have recently pondered abolishing I sprung up in cities across the globe. Black artists are
the Ithe·ater in lieu of massive budget cuts. Although
now forced to exhibit their soulful talents to individu-

•

budget cuts across-the-board may be necessary for the
university to make up for its previOlfS revenue short- ,.

als who do not share similar experiences. Much of the
apparent disinlerest is, however, due to high prices.

falls, the children's theater, as a oommunity outreach
program, is too essential to abolish. .

Still, given the opportunity to attend theatrical events
at a relative low price, numerous black peo~le would

Established in 1973 and housed in Childers Hall,
the, theater has seen close to 5,000 students waltz

not be interested.
'
The dean of the College of Fine Arts, Vada

across its stages. Instructors at the theater estimate
2,000 of these students have gone on to perform in

Butcher, has reoommended the closing of the theater
because the university is unable to continue providing

professional theaters, while others have enjoyed a

a safe area for teaching young children. Butcher also

truly enriching experience. Of Howard's many com- ·,
munity outreach programs, the theater is, perhaps, its ~

contends resources would be better spent on educating
university students. However, upon taking office,

most successful.

Its success has translated into an

'

. President Jenifer expressed a commitment to the com-

acute appreciation and understanding of a mode of _ munity as well as to the arts. Surely, sustaining the
self-expression unique to the black experience. Black · Children's Theater will assist the university in compeople have used the arts not only as a vehicle for
pleting this mission. Has our fearless leader changed
economic survival, but alsO as a mode of coping with
his mind? The theater is well worth a thorough
the pain and suffering wrought by centuries of oppres- ~ examination of our university's resources. •
sion. The aspiring performers who take part in the
Dr. Jenifer, unlike many university presidents, has
theater$' activities acquire a keen sense of self-esteem
reserved office hours on Fridays to discuss matters of

and. self-worth as a result.

'

concern with studenis. We should make use of this

Today, a vast number of black youth suffer depravation of the positive influences that are of the_utmost

opportunity and visit the president to voice our disapproval in the face of ·closing the ttfeater.

•

·Farewell to GSL 's
'

About 3,300 students attending Howard University
- roughly 35 percent of the total student body - are
dependent upon GSl.s (Guaranteed Student Loans) to

With the economy worsening daily and the unem·

ployment rate doubling monthly, black people cannot
afford to be denied the opportunity to, acquire skills

essential for survival. Most vocational school stuversity. Similarly, the students of other traditionally dents, already economically disadvantaged, simply
black institutions and vocational schools share the same cannot afford the high tuition. Moreover, with the
addiction to government assistance. C:Ongress' new · relative rate of unemployment and the increase in
budget proposal, however, could forcefully end this ad- competitiveness in the job market caused by the lack of
jobs, most students will have no way to sustain their
diction.
)fl '
•
. It took nearly a month for our nation's elected own existence, let alone pay for school.
According to Adrienne W. Price, director of the
officials to agree on something of high priority, a
pay for the ever-increasing costs of attending this uni-

\

budget. Their lack of diligence forced the closing o~ the

Office 12f Financial Aid and Student Employment,

senatorial elections just around the corner, Congress
finally formulated a budget Unfortunately, it was
hastily done.

Howard University has a 17 percent default rate.
However, if America's economy continues its downward spiral, as many economists predict, Howard University's default rate may increase. ·After all, the

Many of 'the provisions in this years budget were
added merely,to hurry its passing. One provision, which

budget has provisions in it that safeguard black institutions until 1994. By that time, the ill effects of a runaway economy may hav~ overcome many Howard

'
entire government for two successive weekends. With

may be a permanent feature of the budget, calls for cuts
in the educational sector. Under the new budget proposal, the charitable federal government would no
longer guarantee loans to students attending colleges or
trade schools with high default rates. 1 Those institutions
with default rates in excess of 35 percent in 1991 and
1992 and 30 percent in later years, would no longer be
included on the government's welfare list
Vocational schools_ which, subsequently, afford
many black people the opportunity for upward mobility,
. will be severely hampered. According to recent estimates, the new restrictions could possibly devastate
1,000 of 7,000 schools with large ll"rcentages of ' its
students dependent on GSLs.
j
•

The need for a black liberation tJteory
Dear Editor,

I

•

Letters to the Editor

graduates who cannot depend on the government for
protection from discrimination in the workplac:e. If

this happens, a large percentage of the students at black
institutions around the nation will be denied the opport~nity' of higher education beca~ of these res~ic
t1ons.
Most Congressmen have indicated the budget will

be revised next year. Unfortunately, this year's bill
may not be revised. Coilgress, as years of successful

lutionary science should be asking of some spellbinding orator. UQfortuthemsclves how the ''American Di- nately, being well read and able to qupte
lemma'' will be solved.
every black leader that has ever lived
For the first time in 30 years, black
A· liberation theorist might devote a does not mean you know lthe answer to
liberation has become a common topic life time laboring over the problem, and our prayers. But it is a good start.
of discussion in and around the black come up shon, as was the case of
If you are as young as I ain and have
community. In the classroom and on the W.E.B. Dubois. Such lifelong search- the answer to our people's problem then
street comer, ''black power'' is steadily ing, however, is not done in vain, be- you arc probably one of two things: A
becoming the word once again. Need· cause the ,data that masterminds like genius or a fool. If you are a genius.
less to say, such a preoccupation with Dubois have created is utilized by all · where are your theorems and corollarblackncss by black people is a sight for subsequent generations. Needless to ics? You probably do not have any
sore eyes. TilC Howard and U.D.C. say, Martin Delaney and Frederick answer to this question, because you are
protests, for example, have made many Douglas.s established the framework of quite young and need to do some more
old, as well as young, black freedom questions scholars like Dubois sought in-depth studying. All should strive to
fighters extremely proud. Yet, a crucial to answer.
increase their level of study on what
1
ingredient to the new, as well as tO the
The question should be clear. sOme have ca1led ''the Negro questiqn.''
old, black power mix ~ conspiCOOUsly--.Whether or noc African-Americans
liberation for black people throughabsent. TilC most essential element to achieve liberation is not the issue. ~ out the world, and in America particuany freedom movement is now, more long as resistance to oppression remains larly, can only be achieved with a thethan ever, desperately needed for the a way of life for black people, the ory-a blueprint-that can only be
captive black nation in America. What achievement of freedom is certain. The devised and revised ~ it is applied to
black people, all over the world, need is burning question that must be ext in- ooncrete reality. In other words, stua theory that will actually bring us to the guished is, ''How can the much sought dents should be open to all ideas while
destination called freedom. To this day, after goal of liberation ~ won?'' Our striving to develop a theory that will
no group of leaders has come together to ancestors dreamed about it, and we must guide us to unconditional freedom.
ploc such a course.
map it out so our children can live as Failure to . create the plan could mean
Without question, more civil disobc- decent human bcin~.
that black people might have to surrcndience is needed. But resistance has
Surprisingly, many ''New Jack'' sol- der one day . Theoreticians are desperalways been an integral part of African- diers for freedom think they have the ately needed to be the signs that guide
American culture. It is the painful problem solved. To many brothers and black people to our long awaited frecstrategizing and detailed planning that - sisters, who have been reading for dam before it is too late.
is so often overlooked.
merely a few years, the question of how
Many of us are too susceptible to the to achieve liberation does l)OI exist. Sincerely,
rhetoric and ide~ of false prophets. Naively, they either think they have it
Some even waste time hating white all figured out or they believe every
people. Instead, black students of revo- single syllable that comes out the moulh Azawdie Debondsmon

lobbying by interest groups suggest, changes its deci•
•
s1ons only when pressured. If black students do not
speak up, Congress will not revise this provision. By

THJE HILLTOP @'

calling, writing, or visiting our congressmen to express our discontent, we can effectively pressure them
into making progressive changes.

'

'Burn Baby Burn'
Arlington Cemetery is the burial krou.;ct for thou·
sands of U.S. troops killed in bu:\!e. The recent
military build-up of American forces in the gulf indicates that the U.S. is planning to attack Iraq and more

cemetery plots will have to be dug. The exact number
of U.S. hostages remaining in lraq apparently has. not

been a factor considered in discussions concerning the
need for urgent U.S. action for their release. Still, our
nation's chief executive, President Bush, has recently
aied out his administration's concern for the safety of
hostages, and is beginning to move even closer to

bringing our nation to the debts of war.
Bush is sinisterly using the captives in Iraq to
•

legitimize his war efforts. Already outnumbered by
nearly hundreds of thousands of troops, the U.S. and its
al~es must bolster their forces if they are to have any

ERIC L SMml, Managilig EdilOr

'

General Motors, one of the nation's most profitable corporations, revealed plans to cut its number of employees
by 43,500 workers. Other major corporations are
making similar cuts.
.
As barbaric and as savage as it may be, many of our
nation's leaders see war as a solution for our many
economic woes. Bush and his cronies may be leading
us to the edges of war and risking hundreds of lives, in

the process, for mere economic gain.

The nation's largest private corporations are quickly
laying-off tens of thousands of people. Just last ~ek,
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LENORA llARRIS, OUcf Cl>py &lita
MARIE EUSEBE, Cl>py &lita
NmA JACXSON, Copy Editcw
USA NUNNEILY, Copy &litor
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JEFFREY SCOIT, Business As&stant
·QtARoN SAMUELS, Office Manager

TIU.10N SMnH, Advertising Manaaer
SHAUNfAE BROWN, Advati.s.in& Assistant

cent of this nation's population and have been denied
protection from discrimination in the workplace by the

veto of the Civil Rights Act of 1990, we represent
chance of success. Therefore, the President's efforts to · roughly 35 percent of the soldiers in the Middle East
portray Saddam Hussein as being "worse than Hitler" Furthennore, if history serves as an accurate gauge,
is, no surprise. Funhennore, the preside11t's staff- black soldiers will die at a greater percentage.
after making plans to send 100,000 more troops-has
When this madness ·does begin, on what side of the
not put an "upper-sealing" on troop build-up. Mean- fence should we stand? Should we answer the draft and
ing. once the U.S. has run out of places from which to fight a bloody oil war? Or, should we buni our draft
redeploy troops (only 50,000 can be deployed from cards and chant ''bum baby, bum?'' By writing to our
Europe, as Bush plans), there will be a draft
state congressmen and/or by calling them to express our
As our economy further crumbles, many Ameri- discontent with the president's actions, we could en-

cans will be glad to join the nation's military servic:es.

D. MALCOLM CARSON, Nationat &litor
USA MlllER, Tempo Ediior

BIIL NEELY, Design Dircaor
DWAYNE SHAW, Asst. Design Director
BRIAN NEVEL, Proclictioo A"1.
JENNIFER GOLSON, Campm Editor
anus CONTI, A"1. Campus &H10r
T. NIETA WIGGINTON, Asst. Campus Editor
IfSHA MAnlEWS, Local E.di1or
MARTIN 1£WIS, Sports Edi1or
OiRISI'OPHER TAYLOR. Asst Sports Editor

This type of

decision-making is unacceptable, and further c;haracterizes the elitist nature of our government. Surely, this
war does not represent the interest of most Americans.
Even though black Americans represent only 12 per·

ERIC DA \ITS, Editorial Edilor

courage them to take a stand and forbid this action.

Perhaps then we will not have to make this tough

•

The Hilltop wr:loomea your views
on any public issue. We routinely
c:oodcnse lct1e11 for space We also
correct erro11 of style, spelling and

punctuation.
We publish only orisinal factual
maieriaJ addressed 10 us. We do not
publish poetry or open letters.

We welcome your
letters and comments
Faculty and administrators are enoouraged 10 write and share their ideas and innovations.
'
Send lo: Lctlcn to the Editor
The Hilltop
1217 4th St. N.\V.
\VashlnglOn, D.C. 20059

Letiers as well as commcntaria mUll be
typed and signed, ro•te wilh full addi : 11
and telephone nwnber.
The opiniorm exp1111:d on the Ecitorial
Page of 1he Hilltop do not nee eriJy mlecr
the opinions of H~ud Universky, its
edminislralion, The Hilltq> Doud or lbe
Sludenl

body.

decision.
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An endangered species

Applying
black
philosophy
to history

He's right.

WASHINGTON -

No doubt about it,

youn~

black men are an endangered
species.
By almost any social barometer, they
are ~reatened with extinction. Murder
is thC leading cause of death for black
men in the prime of their Jives. And
while college attendance rates among

Afrocentrism - in this case education progran1s whose curriculum is
rooted in African culrure - is tl1e ''new
niath'' of black educational rcfom1. It's

offered as the solution for what ails
young black n1cn. But alo11c, Afrocentrism holds out little real hope of solving
the deeply rooted problcn1s they suffer.
Filling a school building with troub-

In the Sept. 14 issue of The Hilltop
a Howard University professor was
quoted as saying, ''I have a problem

led youngsters and offering them"heavy

Dewayne Wickham

doses

them are' down, the number of black
men in prisons across this country is
swelling.
Forgel for the moment arguments
about cause and effect. Unless we do
" something soon !o stem the hemorrhaging in their ranks. young black men are
destined to become an increasingly isolated and troublesome segment of this
society.
In Milwaukee, educators think they
have a bright idea. Beginning next fall,
the city will operate two schools expressly for the purpose of educaling

black males.
1lle schools are a response to some
alarming statistics: Only one in five
black males in Milwaukee's public
schools has an average grade of 2:0 or
higher, and though black males comprise a quarter of the school system's
population, they represent half of all
student susp:nsions.
While turning this situation around
has got to be a top priori[}' for educators,
resorting to special schools for black
males is not the right solution.
''This is like rearranging deck chairs
on the Titanic," one black educator was
heard to say about the Milwaukee plan.

or education based in black cul-

ture is the educational cxtrcn1c of Afrocentrism and will not ovcrcon1e learning dcticicnciCs brought on by premature birth, poor nutrition or parental
neglect and abuse.
And, an Afrocentric educational environn1ent, particularly one that assun1es
that only black men can teach black
male students - as son1e ~rgue - runs
the risk of furthering the victin1ization
of the very people it is created to help.
\Vhat kind of message will these
schools send to black won1en, \Vho head
67 percent of black households? Ho'v
will these ''learning'' ·, environments
prepare black n1ales to respect women
when 1heir very creation devalues
then1?
Those who encourage young black
males to believe only black men can
teach them foster ever greater tum1oil in
the black fen1ale·headcd households
most black children return to when
school is out.
The danger is clear. By placing heavy
emphasis on the creatioil of a sexually
and racially segregated lcarni11g environment for black n1ales, educators
inadvertently define their proble1ms in
1
terms of race and gender. That's a serious n1istake.

with philosophy from any i)artiailar
perspective because philosophy is
about understanding all people and
coming to the truth.'' If this statement
is valid then both white and black
people should acknowledge the same
truths and behave in the same manner.·

James Granger, Ill

\Vhat black male students need more
than anything else is attention, regardless of whether it comes from male or
female teachers. White teachers who
shower black students wi~ attention
and high expectations also can motivate
them to learn.
Getting parents involved in their
child's education is a better investment
than the millions of dollars it is expected
to take just to create two black-n1ale
schools in Milwaukee.
This is not meant to argue that Afrocentrism has no value in public. educa·
tion.
As a tool for reshaping school curricula - and wresting course instruction

•

decides if language

0

Earlier this semester. I handed out a
paper to my 002 and 003 writing
1
classes. The paper was written by a
former (African-American) student,
and was written in what some scholars

call "black dialect" (meaning one of

Anne Detrick
many black dialects, not the black dia-

lect).
o
Much has happened since I passed
out that story, the most disturbing of
which is the reappearance of the attitude

•

I

I

IS

from its Eurocentric base - Afrocc11trism can serve a purpose.
When used to convince students that
hi."tory the world over didn't begin only
when Europeans arrived - that p:ople
of other races have playe.d a vital role in
world clevelopments Afrocentrism
strengthens public educatiqri.
When made part of a brdader curriculum offered to al_l school children,, it
brings multiculturalism to the classroom and can foster better undersL.1nding bet\\'een students of all races.
So what's the solution?
Teachers who really care, and who
have high expectations of students. will
do more to enhance the education of

1hat black dialed is son1ehow racist and voking such a discussion and, in doing
vulgar. Apparently, the idea still pre- so, addressing society's hypocrisy in its
vails thal a story written by an African- dea1ings with black co11tributions 10
American in his own voice is racist and English.
vulgar because it doesn't confom1 to • Why, for instance, does society give
''standard·· English.
ou~ the Puli1zcr Prize for Fiction in LitAlthough I \vould have liked it to eraturF for The Color Purple while
spring fron1 son1e1hing Jess controver- simultaneously pulling 01,11 tbe unsposial, I am glad nonetheless that a di5':us-_ ken rule, enforced by universities and
1
sion of what is ''standard'' English- other ''educators," thal the very Ianand why ii is considered ''standard''- guage which propelled its author to a
has been- brought into 1he opc11. My Pulitzer is unacceptable, illiterate, uninmotivation ii:t having my students read telligent---cr worse.
Troy's narrative lay precisely in proI wanted, in short, for my students to

.,~======

I

•
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April Sellers
extra-marital affair, I saw an unusual ad
in the guaranteed personals. II rc;id:
Attractive .Yuppie white couple in
search of fantasy fulfillment; straighl
scene with very tall, attractive, well

built black male (20-35). Being wcllendowed i.s a must. Sa1isfac1ion/safely/
discretion assured.

W~ington

area.

Immediately, I began to .think aboul
historical accounts of black men,
women, and children going before the

black males than any scheme to create
more segregated schools. Principals
who demand results from teachers, and
parents who insist their children be
well-educated, are a greater catalyst for
learning than merely matching black
students with black instructors.
As well-meaning as they are, the
educators who believe the Milwaukee
plan will stem the social extinction of
young black men have acted more out of
frustration than common sense.
(DcWayne Wickham writes tor Gannett News Service in Washington, D.C)

<OCopyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College lnfonnation Network ~

South Africans speak their own natural
language only in the home, calling it
''kitchen language.'' For both black
Americans and black South Africans.
the notion persists thal black dialects
evoke stereotypes negative to their race;
labels would go on what kinds of Ian· furthennore, the white system has done
guage. (That shouldn't be too hard to such a good job wi1h its labels that some
figure oUt- the chances are gocxl that, African-Americans feel that, while it is
when Daniel Webster was deciding perfectly appropriate to speak their
which words he would include in his natural dialect in the home, it shouldn't
dictionary, the last place he considered be acceptable in the classroom-unless,
. asking for advice and input was a 19th of course, it is getting praise heaped
century African-Aml!rican neighbor- upon it during readings of The Color
Purple. One student even asked me-hood.)
beforect made the connection belween
The negative images that black dia-, Troy's work and The Color Putple-lects evoke is a very real problem. how I could have allowed Troy to write
Professor Bangura, in a recent Hilltop such words--bul the words spring from
article, speaks movingly of the ''strain Troy's own linguistic background; they
on the African psyche'' brought about are his to keep, not mine to suppress.
by centuries of fighting against a colcr The bottom line, I think, is this: Do we
nial system which labelled native Afri- ban The Color Purple from the classcan languages and dialects ''bad''. rooms because Alice Walker doesn't
Eventually, Africans bought into the confonn to ''standard'' English? No.
idea that English and French are better And I don't think we should condemn a
than African languages. By implica- piece of writing simply because it chaltion, Profesoor Bangura is arguing that lenges our notions of what styles of
the same psychic strain has occurred in writing ought to be discussed in school.
lbese are is.sues that strike at the heart of
Ameri~o the point where African'
Americans have been convinced that academic freedom and the right to free
erasing their African contributions to speech.
In short, I wanted my students to
Black English is necessary, going so far
as to agree with those whites who long think deeply about patterns of language,
ago decided that Black English is ''vul- linguistic tendencies, and society's
impositions of nonns in language. I
gar" and "improper.
hold out no absolute answers for my
Why did I hand_out that story? Be- students. only questions-and it has
cause I know, from numerous conversa- been and always will my belief that
tions, that many of my students at what separates college from high school
Howard feel much the same way about is the idea that high school often tries to
American black dialects as their Afri- make their students believe there are
can-and South African-<:ounter- answers, while college tries to get stuparts. For in South Africa, as well as dents to understand that there are, ultiAfrica in general, the white culture has mately, only questions.
A111ie Detrick is a1i E11gli.s/1 /11.Strucimposed a rigid set of labels on all fonns
or language; and the result is that black tor at Ho1vard U11iversiry
question why some fonns of lan~ge
are considered ''bad," ''gocxl'', ''vulgar,"
etc. I wanted them to consider the very
high cost of these labels, in tenns of
writing power, creativity, and flexibility, and to question who decided which

The degrading myth of the blac
auclion block being sold as property to
white masters seeking bb.ck flesh for
servi1udc purposes, including sexual
ones. I \Vas outraged when I read this ad.
T1,110 pervasive evils in our society
known as racism and sexism have nol
been eradicated from the minds of many
people, including this white yukkie (not
yuppie) D.C. couple searching for a
wcll·endo\vcd bl<1ck man.
One may say thal it's the wl1ile
couple's, as well as the black ma11's or
men's sexual cl1oicc _to be involved in
•
something like lhis, as did tl1is p,articular
Ho\vard University black male. ''It's up
to the individual wh:1t thi;:ir sexual preference is and \Vhat they want to do with
their lives. I can'I say it's good because
it's racial or it's bad because it's racial,"

I

bad, good, vulgar?

lN

While browsing through a ''lonely
hearl'' type brochure , showcasing
single men wanting lo meet other
women, and married spouses seeking an

i

he said, adding that he wouldn't be
involved in a situation like this.
I applauded this man 's astuteness 10
look al a scenario as bizarre and insulting as this and say no thank you, because
of his ethical morality and racial exclu·
sivity. However, my heart goes out to
the black man or men who would ;inS\Vcr this ad because this ad reverberates
the thinking and desires of white slave
~asters some 400. years ago, while
avariciously wanling a black man's
body for breeding and other sexual
exploits.
The only differences that I see with
this scenario and slavery are that, during
slavery, the black man was forced 10
give his body away for the white man's
use without getting one penny. Now, he

consistent with black philosophy. The
providing of health care to the uninsured citiz.ens of Washjngton, D.C. is an 1
example of such a policy. However,
Ho\vard University Hospital is loosing
money because it is undermined by a
white economic philosophy.
The health .insurance companies in
the U.S. don't require their subscnl>ers
to get regular physical examinations..
Consequently, many diseases are not
detected until its later stage when treatment is less effective and more costly.
The inflated cast for treating disease
compounded by uninsured patients and
a shortage of health care professionals
mises oo.st further.
How can we obtain adequate health
care in our community:

'

(I) F.stablish a black health insur·
ance company that prn.ctices preventive
medicine. Preventive medicine would
in part.,c~~,il ~{lndato~ re~~~~_physi
cal examiii'a"tiOns and lowet~ f>tc!miums

for people who practice good health
habits (not smoking cigarenes etc.) (2)
We need les.s people with busines.s
degrees working as typist for white
owned corporn.tions and more physicians and health insurn.nce available to
everyone in our community regardless
of income.
. It will be interesting to see if D.Cs
next "mayor of color'' will reward
Howard University Ho.spital with the
same amount of negligence as our present mayor. How can Marion Barry call
himself a black man if he does nothing
to help the only hospital that will treat
his people? Why don't other hospitals
in the area practice policies similar to
HUH? Because their policies are made
by pe'?f'le who have not been educated

-

in black philosophy.
The trn.dition:al philosophy in black
medicine has be~n, ''a little prevention
goes a long way." The black people
who originally inhabited the Nile Valley were known world w.ide for their
goOO health. Can Americans or any
other white society make such a claim
today? No, bul we can ensure that blade
people once again will be the healthiest
people on Earth by using a black philo-

sophical approach to medicine.
However, we must first ensure that
our future physicians and other professionals are learned in black philosophy
and history so that we can consciously
apply our philosophy to our policies.

James R. Granger Ill College of
Allied Health

Radiograp~y

•

an's sexual prowess
•

can give his body away (again to the
white man and the white woman), but
now he will get paid, allegedly. How
.
1ron1c.
''The myth of the black man having a
huge penis that will satisfy both the
white man and ihe white woman apparently appeals to them," said anolher
Howard University male
Moreover,
1
this fascination has also
, Become popuJar in many books today.
In the book, My Secret Garden, by
Nancy Friday, there is a whole chapter
which focuses on white women's fantasies of having sex or wanting to be raped
by black men. ''lbe black man is cut out
for sexual fantasy," the book commences. ''Everything about him, real
and imagined, throws fuel on the fire:

.

•

There are 'many examples of this not
·being the case.
An excellent example of white and
black philosophy in conflict is the status
of Howard University Hospital Howard University Hospital has policies

'

He's forbidden because of his color, his
'cock' has been endowed with m):Stic
proportions. .. "
One wonders if this yuppie couple
would have spent the same time, energy
and money placing an ad in the W~
ington Post or the National ~~Chronicle
advertising for an intellectually endowed black man to collaborate on a
thesis or research paper. Or if they
would have advertised for one or two
acaden1ically endowed black men to
join in on a threesome, not to have a
n1enage-a-trois, but to produce a documentary on such topics as nredlcal researc;h, technological breakthroughs, or
white oppressive, racist attitudes " 'hich
many white people " ·ill not admit to
themselves.

As a Catholic University black male
studenl said, ''If there was some work
that needed to be done, would they (the
white couple in the ad) have sought the
direction of a black man?'' Only God
knows the ansW"Cr to that question, because I doubt if this question ever
crossed their ''well-endowed seeking
minds."
Answer this question for me: How is
an ad like this any different from one
posted on a tree in a Georgia plantation
community in 1790, nearly 200 years
ago? As an ol' saying goes. the moo:
things change, the more they remain the
same:
Ap1·il Sellers is a ju11ior '11ajori11g U1
broadcast jour1U1/isln
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It's a no-risk offer. Really.
_
1
Try Lem's®501®fJuttonfiyjeansfor 30days.And ifyau dnn't ahsolurely I.ave them,justreturn
thimfor ajuJ,l refund.
t
But what's not to love? They're made to be the most comfortable jeans you've ever worn.
~
The special Levi's denim actually conforms to your body. And the button
fly lets denim do what denim ought to do.
Fit you perfectly.
Stop by the nearest participating Levi's retailer (call 1-800-227-5600 f~r
exact location). Ask about the Levi's 501 button fly no-risk offer.
And forget about zipping up. Fbrever.

?

The y,ord "Le\·i's" arlll ·001· are regi~tert11 t rllllen1.irks uf Le\·i Str.iuss & Co .. San Ftancbco. C l989 Le\•i Strauss&Co.
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Businesses ,meet
new mi11i-mall I
with (;lnticipation

.

•

....

I

'-

.__;

•

By Wendy Johnson

'
The soon to be completed eight store

mini-mall, situated on the comer of
Georgia Avenue and Bryant S!reet
Northwest , which will include the Wiz,
Blockbuster Video, Up Against the
Wall and Kinko's, is receiving mixed
emotions from nearby business owners
and Howard students.
Son1e area business owners view the
addition to thC community as an opportunity to attract customers. Other business owners are concerned about
friendly competition.
Sable Mellcs, who is partial owner of
Howard Copy, situated at 2618 Georgia
Ave., North,vcst, is not optimistic about
the mall. In fact, he said he feels resentment. ''We feel something ~ been
snatched from out of our ban~''

••
•

-

•

I
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~ell to right) Andy Williams and Sean Williams at Madison Grocery. Deli, a store with a uinique environment.

adison Deli:
By Wendy Johnson
•

Every so often, one may come across
a close-knit community and within that
commwtity, a comer store that is fa-

Deli

and

\Vilijams'

touch

five sons, Ran-

dolph, Courtney, Garfield, Andrew and
Sean, are partially responsible for the
unique enVironmCnt. All five children
attended District of Columbia public
schools, and t?ecause they know their
customers, people feel weloomed.

vored by the neighborhood. The kind of

store where people like to hang out and
the person behind the counter kno\vs his
customers.
Madison Grocery Deli, situated at
5629 Georgia Ave., Northwest. is that
kind of store. The Deli has a little bit of
everything and is one of the few stores
tOOay that takes pride in handling its
customers.

The community believes that there
is a different atmosphere at Madison

The store sells a wide variety of
products, which include fruits, vegetables, and ethnic foods, such as beef
patties and cocoa bread. People are
pleased to see a black-0wned business,"
Williams said.
But having your own business can be
time consun1ing and requires a lot of
patience.
Willian1s' younges t son, Sean,
spends a lot ' t i1~e, \vorking at. the

1
I

store. whicl1 is an e!Iort to maintain tl1e
family business. ''Sometimes I work as
much as 10 hours," Sean said.
'
According to Williams, a typical day
begins as early as 5 a.m., when he gets
up to go to wholesale stores. Afterwards, he may · drop off purchased
items. Then he goes to \vork at the
IntcrAmerica I?cvelopmc11t Bank and
from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m., he \Vorks at the
store.
Williams oontends sleeping is one of
the many sacrifices that one has to make
when owning a business. ''I get about
four -to-five hours of sleep a night," lie
added.
''My sons know exactly \vhat they
have to do. I'm very strict. Business is

.

'

"

'

class'

' they are in the store,
business. Once
they're not working for dad anymore.
At home, it's different. But I don 't leave
any stones unturned," Williams said.
Williams encourages more blacks to
go into busines.s for themselves and also
supports other black-owned busin~.
''It's a lot of hard work and a lot of
tin1e goes into it, but yoU have to keep
striving." Scan added.
Williams and his sons are not college-educated, but they are an example
of a family that works well together.
The result of their pooitive attitudes and
determination is family happiness.
Presently, three of his sons are managing the store along with their cousin,
Sheryl Masoq,,. and Joseph Washington,
a family friend.
'

•

.

•

•

~

Mellcs and his partners are Howard
alumni and have been servicing the
conununity for more than two andla half
years. He admits that their main concern is Kinko's, who is part of a large
chain of copiera tha! will be localed
inside the mall.''\Vhcn some~ big
comes in, we arc defmitcly threatened,"
he added.
Derrick ONens, who is owner of
Georgia Cafe, situated at 2225 Georgia
Ave., Northwest, hopes that the mall
will bring more business. Owens said
that business for them has been pretty
good since their opening nine montM
ago. He also admits the he hopes the
mall will bring more business.
In addition to more business, Owe~
feels the ~all nlay give rise to some
problems. ''It may cause a traffic-flow
problem," he said. '' I also don't think
it will contain the kinds of shops that

would enhance the neighborhood."
"I will be willing to help in aiiy way
to uplift and rebuild Georgia Avenue,"
said Douglas Jemal, owner of Douglas
Development Company.
Douglas believes that the mall will
help the community because a lot of
stores that area people nee.d are not
available, since there is no current shoppmg core.
1
Zula Alston, owner of Howiard
Cleaners, which is situated at 2608
G~rgia Ave., Northwest,does not believe that the mall will have an aj'fect on
his business."! don't think it [the mall]
will make much difference. I'm sure we
can all work together," Alston said. ''I
think it's nice.
Joseph Gray, owner of Joesph· Hair
Salon.situated at 261.2 Georgia Ave.,
Northwest, also supports the mall. ''(
think it will have a pos~tive affect, because it will bring more business to the
area.''
David Pak, owner of Sarah's· Seafood,
situated at 715 Euclid
St,Northwest, has not given the opening of' the new inall much thought because his store is continuously bUsy. He
said \hat business is going so _well that
'"we can't handle anymore eu<;tomers."
Pak hasn 't considered the ~ ollteome
of the approaching opening of fast food
stores at the mall. But he acknowledges
that there will be competition.
The previous Wonder Bread Factory
at 2301 Georgia Ave., Northwest, h.as
unde!gone interior ·demolition since
last January.
In addition, the Douglas Develop·
ment Company purchased the propeny
for about 5.2. million, .last year.Howard researched the complex or.
having Continental donate the coniplex
as a tax write-0ff. _ University officials
refuse to comment on the matter.
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Jackson, Pendleton, Moreland:
'
The future of D.C. statehood

I

ATTENTION

'
By Shanera Sloan

PREMEDICAL STUDENTS

Hlltop Staff Reporter

Jesse L. Jackson, a former presidential candidate, and Aorence Pendleton,
a Community activist, and Charles J.
Moreland, a lawyer and a political consultant, were winners in Tuesday 's election for the seats of shadow senator and
'representative .
In addition to being elected to an
official political position, Jackson has
also made history by becoming one the
first shadow senators. The 48-year-0ld
Democrat, won the race by a large
margin, receiving 20 percent more
votes than his newly elected competitor.
Pendleton became the second
' the .
shadow senator and, Moreland, won
seat as shadow representative to the
House of Representatives.
Jackson 'Yon the seat .with 46 percent
or the total, or 105,633 votes.
,- Pendleton received 26 Q£rcent of the
total, or 588,451 votes. AclJ, Moreland
received 42 percent of tile total , or
92,764 votes.
\ ''Jackson is very elated that he's just
been elected to his first office. He feels
that with 100,000 votes cast for him,
D.C. is saying that it wants statehood,"
said Unnia Pettus, Jackson 's spokeswoman. Since the District pays more
• taxes than five states, and has a ?Jpula• lion greater than 10 states, '\l.'e deserve
statehood," she added.
Pendleton is optimistic about the
future of the District. According to
Pendleton, the winners plan to n1ect as
soon as possible to devise a struggle to
obtain statehood. ''We haven't had a
new state since Hawaii. This is serious
business. It's hard work to get our
freedom of independence," Pendleton
said.
According to Moreland, the positions o{,shadow senator and representative are the beginning of the end to
congressional domination and tyranny
in the District. ''My main focus will be
to sensitize the citizens of the District to
the fact that many of the problenis that

•

The J]Ioward University
College of Medicine

•

will sponsor a

BREAKFAST
PROGRAM
for
i

Howard University Premedical Students

I

on

"

Saturday, November 17, 1990
9:00 a.m. - 12 noon
•

affect our city are derived from the fact
that we don't have oontrol over our own
affairs," Moreland sa id.
David Whitehead, a fom1er candidate for the scat a.<; shadow senator, and
a current Howard graduate student, said
that the ne\v senators have several challenges to face on Capitol I-fil l.
''They must aggressively meet and
align then1sclvcs with tl1osc \vho arc for
our cause [statchoodJ. Also, they n1u.st
educate those who arc against statehood," Whitehead said.
\Vhitchead feels that a court battle
n1ay be necessary in order to achieve

statehood.
He also believes that
Jack.son and Pendleton should be prepared to take such an action to court, if
necessary.
The ?JSilion as shadow senator and
representative, which was ' formed l a.~ t
March, is vaguely defined by the D.C.
Council. Congrcs.<; has granted son1~
privileges to unofficial rcprcsentati\'CS
in the District, although it is not a state.
111c two positions of shadow se11ator
were created in tl1c early 1980s to lobby
for statehood. And. in a 191)() rcfcrc11dum, 60 percent of Distrid residents
voted in favor of statehood .

in the

Howard University Hospital
Cafeteria and Auditorium

l

Please preregister at the Center for Preprofessional Education, Founders Library, Roo m 336
Phone: 806-7232
/

by
Thursday, November 15, 1990
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Counseling
, cohtinued

from page 2

tests enable the student to recognize
personal strengths and weaknesses.
According to Payton one of the n1ain
reasons for upperclas.smcn to receive
guidance is due to ambiguity. ''Seniors
are not necessarily seeking assistimce
with a career choice. Instead they are
asking, 'After graduation, what?' They
will SOQn be removed from a protective
environment. They are truly asking
what life do they chose, •• said Payton.
A wide range of other testing services are available. These tests include
international and institutional tests including the GRE, LSAT, MCAT,
TOEFL and SAT.
According to Payton the primary
cause for students seeking counseling is
male-female relationships. The majority of the cli~nts are female. Ho\vevcr,
Payton is quick to note that males do
seek help and are often in need of emotional healing after a painful separation.
Payton believes that in order to improve relationships, students must improve communication. ''Students are
more a1ike than different. The n1ajor
obstacle facing them is a Jack of trust.
Not trusting hinders open con1munica-

,

Crime
Howard is reporting that 's a11other."
, - Senator Arlen Spector, R-Pa., a key
sponsor of the bill, said it is this type of
"'school image is more in1porta111 tl1an
student awareness'' attitude th at
prompted the bill's creation.
' ''When rapes and other violent
crimes occur on campuses, security
officers may be disinclined to n1ake that
infonnation known," he said.
I Jason agreed. ''Howard 's traditio11
has not always been in line with what is
inl the best interest of the stude11ts."
Historically, when crin1e statistics
~ ma_
de public, Security is put i11 tlie
''hpt seat'' and open ly criticiz.ed.
Jason said this was the case 1witl1 tl1e
rape attempt al the Tubn1an Ouadra11gle
last month. After the rape had been
widely discussed on can1pus, about 600
female students attended his rape sen1inar anc¥ 1 ~illed seeuiil9? ~.rti ...
Da'*son believes \§\iblis1ling crin1e
statistics serve no real purpose. \The
students are already a\vare." he said.
''They know what's going on out there."
Chantel Karin1, a senior \\'ho lives in
the Howard Plaz.a, disagreed, SJ)'i.ng
she does not feel "aware." Karim was
awaken in her apartment last month by
an inJruder who stole about $1 ,000 in
jewelry. ''Security knew there was a
rash of robberies at the Plaza, but they
failed to tell us," she said. ''lf I ,,·ould
have known about it, I could ha\ e 1ake11
precautions.''
1

•

'

tion," stated Payne.
Payne stressed the need to maximize
on options now available to improve
relationships. Payne's plan of action
includes the reporting of physical
abuse, rape and altempted rape.
According 10 Payton physical abuse
is least likely to be reported. ''People do
not report because they are ashamed.
The shame results fron1 a lack of self
esteem. But not reporting only enforces
tl1e negative behavior," said Payton.
Underachievement is another major
chuse for counseling. Students are often
disappointed with their performance
and in need of positive reinforcement
and support
Group therapy may be a viable option for a person in need of support.
''Group therapy allo,vs you to hear ho\v
someone else has coped \vith a similar
problem. By liste11ing you gain options.
You n1ay not resolve to accept the situatio11 but you will realize tl1at there are
differcpt choices. It's cmpo,vermcnt,"
said Payton.
Unlike nlost university counseling
scivices, Ho,vard will sec individuals
until they believe they no longer need
assistance. Counseling may begin in the
first frcsl1man semester and cnci 'vith
graduation.
Payton en1phasizcd, ''It is our goal to
hr:lp tl1e student progress tl1rough this

educational maze and graduate."
Attempts to reach this goal are often
made through prevention programs.
The counseling service reaches the
community by providing open house
events and educational forums. ''It is
our desire to address the needs of the
students. For example, trainees will be
conducting a program on rape. This is a
direct result of our hearing about problems students faced earlier this year, ''
said Payton.
Another prevention program provided is the Howard University Drug
Educatibn and Prevention Program
(HUDEPP). HUDEPP provides various educational and anti-drug events
throughout the year.
In order for students to maximiz.e the
benefits provided by the Counseling
Service • the stigma aWX'iated with
therapy in the Black community must
be removed.
A student who wished to remain
anonymous stated, ''I am seeking coun·
seling to resolve a problem. I believe
the Counseling Service will help. But I
don't want to tell people because they
won 't understand.''
The counseling. center attempts to
make the student feel at ease. ''We're
very supportive and do everything we
can to make the person feel comfortable," said counselor Kimberly Gre1gg.

Cook
continued from page 2

-

crate and push. The construction duration will be 15 months to get it ready for
occupancy. If we do accelerate it, it may
take 12 months. We need some cushion
because there may be some things out of
our control," Artin said. ''For instance,
three to four days of snow will take six
to eight actual working days because of
thawing, removal, etc."
"
So far, there have not been any major
problems or obstacles concerning the
reconstruction of Cook Hall.
''The administration is very much
committed to doing it (the reconstruction). I don't foresee any problems. We
are trying our best to get it done," Arlin
said.
The addition Of two floors will allow
the hall to house 201 students. Singles,
doubles and suites will be included. In
addition, each room will have its own
bathroom, leaving the possibility for
coed occupancy.
''Each room, will have its own privacy,'' Arlin added.

Divinity

I

continued from page 2

UNIVERSITIES MUST PREPARE, PUBLJSH, AND DISTRIBUTf:, T11RdiJqH APPROPRIATE PUBLJCA110NS AND
MAJLJNGS. TO ALL CURR£NT STVDE/ffS AND EMPWYEES AND TO ANY APPLJCANT FOR ENROUMENT OR EMPWYMENT, 111£ FOWWING:

1. Policy regarding access to institutional facilities and pro~y students, employees,

3. A description of the communicaLion media used to inform the campus community about secwity matters as well as
the 4eque11cy with which the information is usually provided.
4. ~olicie s co11ceming security and access to grounds and building; in·cluding security considerations used in the
n1amtenance of can1pus facilities, including Ianascaping, groundskeepmg, outdoor lighting, and lighting of buildings.

5. Policies concerning student housing and access to student housing by s;tudents and guests.

6. Policies concen1ing the identification and admissibn of visitors in student housing facilities.
'

7. Polici~s regarding secure entrances to student housing facilities and standard security procedures used to ensure that
doors and \vindo\VS in students' roon1s are seCW"Cd.
,

8. The type and frequency of programs designed to infonn student ho11.1sing residents about housing security and
e11forcen1ent procedures.
.
9. Policy and special security procedures for housing students during 10 w-occupancy periods such as holidays and
1

•

~O ..Po~icy

on t~e housing of guests and others not assigned to the student housing or not regularly associated with the
mst1tut1on of higher educatwn.
•
-11;.. i•.> •lt.aot.
·1 J
,,,,~ r i!J:JM "' ,
,

•

,,,.

,,,..

•

.1,

'•
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12. Policy regarding re;issignn1ent o( student HOusing,.for secy.rity reasons:.
.,,,
'

!

.

•

:.i110

•

-·

13., I?escription of the type and nun1ber of security personnel utilized by tlhe institution, including a description of their
tra1n1ng.
•
14. The e1lforcen1e11l of authority of security personnel, including their wo!king relationship with State and local police.

15. r olicy

011

reporti.J1g crin1inal incidents to State

~d

local police.

16. Policies \vhicl1 encourage accurate and prompt reporting of all crimies to the appropriate authorities.
17,. ~ staten1e11t of policy regarding the possession, use, and sale of alcoflolic beverages and enforcement of underage
drmking Ja,vs.
..

18. Astaten1en1 of policy regardil1g the possession , use, and sale of illegal drugs and''enforcement of Federal and State
drug la,vs.
19. A staten1ent of policy regarding the unauthoriz.cd possession and use of weapons by students and employees. ,,_
I
I

That's My Sty~

A Store Is Born!

HAIR DESIGNS

Experts in Hair Repair
1849 Ninth SL, N.W. • Cor. 9th & T Sis.

Friday's is opening another great restaura nt in Washington, D.C.
and it's destined to be a winner.
At Friday's you'll find comp lete training, great benefits, flexible
scheduling, and excellent earning potential in an envi ronment
that's fast and fun. ·

1

centrate on making Howard similar to
Harvard or Yale. Jenifer fuIDly stated
''Howard is Howard and I would not
change it to model another school." His
stance on this comment was based on
the fact that Howard is the largest corpo·
ration owned and operated by Black
people.
He added that he was enthusiastic
about the mission that lay ahead: to
provide each student with aJ valued
education. He told alumni that he hopes
that he is doing what they want him to
do. His flfSt goal is to clean house, step
by step, starting at the top with the
administration. Jenifer said he wants to
see if present operation of the univer·
sity is consistenr with his goal of prov id·
ing each student with the kind of education he received when he was at Howard. A time when teachers made sure
that attendance was not only a common
experience, but an extraordinary one
because the students were trained to be
leaders.
" Rev. Crawford, Oiaplain of Andrew
Rap.kin Chapel, said that Jenifer should
be commended for being able tel stand in
the tradition of keeping his mission
clear and that he will be able to carry it
out with God's help.
After listening to Jenifer, alumni felt
that the passion he possesses for Howard encouraged then to give. ''It inspired me to give more and I hope
Jenifer's goals are reached," said alum·
nus Rev. Ernest Lyles of Asbury United
Methodist Oiurch of Shepherdstown,
West Virginia.
Jenifer told the alumni that his goals
include the construction of a campus
dormitory in the near future and an increase in Howard's endowment fund
among oiher things. So far, a full-time
fund raiser has been hired to help with
the endowment.

cumbersome. When early morning
meetings are held, athletes have to get
up earlier and come to campus from
their respective dorms.
'Ilic location of the other donnitories
may also be subject to more dangerous
conditions.
•

According to Heathcock, having
team members located in different residence halls draws away from the sense
of unity. Many of the athletes are only
in contact with others at p~ices. ·
''There is a loss of clbseness," he
added .
The other residence- halls arc cur·
rently ocaipied. Problems that
exist in these halls are handled in the
order of their importance.
"Dormitories get abused and we are
constantly renovating them,'' Artin
said.
Afrording to Artin, all dom1itories
comply with the government standards
of the District of Columbia.
"If it (a failed domitory inspection)
so happens, we'll close it and work
around the clock to make it comply with
the codes," Artin said.
At the present time, there are no
plans to ~lose any other halls.

mar

Women

•

•

continued from page 1
women. ''It was not anticipated that we
would be so educated, so we represent a
threat and are getting the hostility from
all sides." Gullattee alSo said, ••As indi·
viduals we can make small changes, but
if we bafi: together as a people, we can
make earth shaking changes. 1be
younger generation must remember
what happened to us, so that it will never
happen again."
Dr. Vivian Pinn·Wiggins, professor
and chairman of Pathology at Howard
University College of Medicine re·
ceived the award for excellence in the
field of medicine.
Pinn-Wiggins
stressed that more than the obstacle of
race, African·American women must
face the gender factor, especially in
medicine. ''Although it's more subtle
now, we must face sociological and
aLtitudinal barriers. But these struggles
make us strong and able to bear other
struggles," Pinn-Wiggins said.
- Unable t~ attend were recipients
Phylicia Rashad in the entertainment
industry and Gay McDougall in the
field of law. ' However, Gay McDougalt
curre~tly in South Africa working with
the African National Coogrcss to determine legal issues in negotiation with the
current African regime, sent spokesper·
son Sylvia Hill to accept the award
The majority of students I that at·
tended the c:eromony were pleasfd with
the events.
"The program was motivatin~ and inspiring. Although the highlig~t for me
would have been Phylicia Rashad, I
respect the contributioos of the other
speakers," said Lisa Craig, a senior
marketing major.
Rachel \Vatson, a sophomore in the
school of Liberal Arts, said ,''The
people who were there energiz.ed me...it
lets you know how important it .is to set
an example for your people, success
seems more attainable."

*

• Waiters/ Waitresses
• Ho sts/ l~ ostesses
• Cooks
• Bussers
• Bartenders
• Dishwashers
Come join !n the cele bration. Apply 9:00am·7:00pm Monday
th rough Saturday (beginni ng Monday, November 12th) to the:
Hotel Lombardy, 2019 ''I '' Street, Washington, D.C. 20006.
(202) 828·2600. An equal opportunily employer.

'Jal/ Sp<<ia/

The Ladies of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
'Mu Delta Chapter
and
The Brothers of
Alpha Phi Afpha Fraternity, Inc.
Beta Chapter
invite you to

PM
PM
PM
PM

*

SHAMPOO & SET
$16.50 11nd up•
SHAMPOO & BLOW DRY w/
HOT OIL TREATMENT
$17.50 and up
TOUCH·UP RELAXER
$22.50 and up
RELAXER PERM
$30.00
PERMANENT WAYE
$30.50 and up
COLOR
$10.00
f'ROSTING
$15.00
BLEACHING (Virgin Hair)
$25.00 and up
CUT $8.50 and up
TRIM $5.00
SHAMPOO & CONDITION
$15.00
ARCH SS.00 RINSE (6 wks) $8.00
JERRI CURLS with TRIM
and CONDITIONER
$45.00
WAYE NOUVEAU
$50.00
SHAMPOO, PRESS & CURL $16.00 •nd uf
HOT OIL TREATMENT
$8.00 and u
• And up--Oependins on Lensth and
Thlc:knff• of the H•lr.
~

The America11 Bistni

I
J

'

I

J

I
I

•

Perm &Relaxer
Touch-Up Sale!
•

$
Reg . S35*

A Mid Semester Jam!!
Date: Saturday
November 10th, 1990
Time: 10:00 PM - Until
Place: Marvin Center 1st Fl.
800 21st NW (G.W.U.)

Soft waves, full body or
glamorous curls, just for you!
Sale price includes shampoo
and hair conditioner.
Haircut and blowdry style extra .
Sale ends Dec. 1. 1990

prepared and contident.
Call us toda)· We make th e NCLEX

·Lont ilM1 k .:. c•rly l\aH i•d o.,;q..,, Porm Wr•JI'> •••••

No Appointments· Just Walk In
~HAIR

..cu

cas~·

to take.

ACROSS FROM TOWER RECORDS

Class begins i11 D.C. 011November131/i !

Damage: $5.00 Gen. Admission
$4.00 Greeks with nalia
$3.00 AKA & A~A

fl STANLEY H. KAPIAN

£Take Kaplan Or Take ):our Chances
Bethesda
(301) 770-3444

Wash., D.C.
(202) 244-1456

No., Va.
(703) 352-TEST

Definitely A Skee
Phi Joint
•

•
'

'

•

234-5578
HOURS: .
SUNDAY (Appo intments) 10 AM · 3
MONDAY thru WED .
10 AM · 6
THURSDAY & FRIDAY 10 AM - 9
SATURDAY
9 AM · 4

WE'RE NOW HIRING FOR'

'

guests and other individuals.

2. Procedures and facilities for stude11ts and others to re1>9n criminal actions or other emergencies occurring on campus
and policies concerning the institution's response to suCh reports.

vacation periods:

November 9, 1990

There will also be the inclusion of an
· infirmary, an academic computing
services Jab, a multi-purpose room, an
office for the head football coach and
five other athletic teams, a sports medi·
cine facility and a storage unit for the
student population.
Due to the hall's closure, athletes are
currently staying in other residence
halls.
''They are in six dormitories: Drew,
Tubman, Meridian, Bethune, Caiver,
and Slowe," said William Keene, dean
of Residence Life.
The athletic department, according
to Keene, has not been putting pressure
on the housing department to complete
the reconstruction of Cook Hall.
''They know that I want it (the recon·
struction finished) as bad as they do,"
Keene said.
However, some athletes feel that
they have been inconvenienced.
.
''It's an inconvenience for a number
of reasons, said sophoniore Ryan
Heathcock, a memher of the football
team.
Because the majority of an athlete's
time is spent in the gymnasium, getting
to and from the gym is sometimes

Components of the 1990 Crime Reporting Bill

continued fron1 page 1
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,Students unite in memory .of Malcolm X

~.

By D. Malcolm Carson

Hilltop Statt Repor1ar

From left: Brother Bey, Steve Cokely, Hebrew Ben Judah

Steve Cokely calls the names
By D. Malcolm Carson

Hilltop Sta« Repor1ar
A crowd of nearly a thousand people
filled the Armour J. Blackbum Ball-

CQOm to capacity to bear Steve Cokel)'
·''name the names'' of the people who
truly control the world. The four-hour
program, sponsored by the Progressive

Student Movement, lefl the audience
thirsty for more irlformation. as Cokely
barely touched the tip of an iceberg of \
infonnation which man)' students saw

as crucial to the survival of African-

Americans.
Fortunately Cokely 's presentation
was fi!led with references to littlek.nown, but e~tremely informative
SOW"CCS of information on the ruling
elite that, according to Cokely, effec-

tively controls the entire planet. Cokely
sta~ed

that this ruling elite fi nds its
expression in secret, quasi-secret, as

well as public, organiz.ations such as the
Trilateral Commission and the World
Bank. Through these various ' organizations and with the use of their economic
clout, they are able to control the public
political officials who are, according to
Cokely, powerless at their feel.
According to Cokely, ''in order to
facilitate the upcoming world order, the
U.S., Western Europe and Japan had to
romc together to usher in a new world
order and government," and they came
together through the Trila1eral Coni'mission. According to Cokely, the Trilateral Commission intends to exercise
control over all the peoples of the Earth.
'Their goal is to transfonn the world
inlo one world government," he said.
Cokely .mentioned books such as
America 's Secret Establislu1ie11t, which
exposes the Skull and Bones secrel
society founded al Yale University of

',
which President Bush is a member.
Other important books listed by Cokely
included Tl1e Rockefeller File, and 11ie
Deal Makers: !1tside tl1e lVorld of /11 vest111e111 Ba1iki11g.

A special moment occurred when
Cokely announced that San1uel Yette
was in l),ttendance. Yette stood up and
received an ovation from the crowd.
Cokely credited Yette's, Tlie C/ioice,
witl1 tlie inspiration for his life's worK
and waking him up to the genocidal
realit ies \vl1ich face African -Americans.
The ptesentation had a very personal
focus as Cokel)' told the audience of
being committed to a mental ward in
order to prevent him from organizing a
march on the campus of the University
of Northern Illinois.
The financial crises affecting many
major cities were a1tributed to actions
by influent~al bankers who demand
certain concessions for their continued
support of the cities through municipal
bonds. He mentioned the rollapse Of the
Oiicago school systent and New York's
financial crisis of the 1970s as mere
,practice sessions for what is to come.
Cokely asked almost as many questions as he ans\vCred during the lecture,
urging lhe audience to study and think
for themselves. ''There are people who
have fUtures for you if you don't have
one for yourself,·• he said.
The audience was treated to two
hours of activily before , Cokely even
began. Brother Bey made the intrcxluctory welcoming remarks and encourage
students to ''rise up and move out of the
table of abomination'' of unheallhy
foods. ''We must understand !hat food is
a weapon," he emphasized.
Akili, a Howard student majoring in
ma1hcmatics, and the Defianl Giants, all
Howard graduates, entertained the au-

•

A large contingent of Howard students joined students from across the
nation who ronverged upon New York
City for a three·day ronference entitled,
'"Malcolm X: Radical Tradition ·and a
Legacy of S1ruggle."" Although the
~nference was dedicated to lhe memory of Malcolm X. it also looked for·
ward to the future of the struggle for
black liberation.
The Conference was convened by
the Cooperative Research Network
(CRN) with the cooperation of the City
Unive~ily of New York, especially the
hpst iruititution, the Borough of Manh3ttan Community College. The Conference, acrording to its organizers, was
''based on the belief that clarity about
the life, leadership, and legacy of Mal·
colm X will strengthen our ~eory and
practice for Black lil?eration. .
There were 25 sessions held dW'ing .
the ronference. The ronference began
with sessions focusing on Malcolm di-.
reclly which were followed by sessions
focusing on summing up and clarifying
the state of ideology and political unity
of the major radical political forces
fighting for bfack liberation in the U.S.
and the world today.
The third part of the conference
examined issues and concrete problems
areas which characterize the present
black liberation struggle. The conference was rounded out by a cultural celebration which included readings by
both HUSA Vice-president, Ras
Barak.a, and his father Amiri Barak.a.
Sessions dealing clirectly with Malcolm X explored such topics as, ''Malcolm X, Islam and Black Liberation,"
''Malcolm X and Third World Leadership," and ''New Research on Malcolm
X." Other sessions dealt explicitly with
important issues topics in the black liberation movement such as, ''Youth
Culture and Rebellion," which included
rappers KRS·l and Ms Melody, the
relationship between blacks and latinos,
the media and political prisoners.
One of the most important and wellattended sessions was one entitled,
"Campus Racism and the Rebirth of
Black Student Activism." A number of
Howard students spoke on the panel
including Executive Director of the

D.C. Student Coalition Against Racism
and Apartheid, Ray Davis, HUSA
President April Silver and Ras Baraka.
Cris Nisan of the African Student
Oiltural Center at Vie University of
Minnesota also spoke0 on the panel. He
laid down the things which must be
down to form the foundation for the next
round of struggle for black liberaMon:
(I) students need to bridge the gap be·

dience with rapping and poetry.
Mark Thompson, who led las'.
months protest at the Univers.ity of the
District · of Columbia, came to thank
Howard for its support in the protest. He
made it clear, however, that even with
the progre~ made during the protest,

"there's still 100. many white folks running the st.ow.''
Hebrew Ben Judah. of the Progrcs·
s.ive Student Movement, made the final
introduction IO Cokely's speech saying,
"we've got to sacrifice so that our children will have a brighter future.''

•

•

MALCO LM X
" A PAR T OF T HE SO LUTI ON
ACC RA GH ANA • r..1AY 196.;

Malcolm X (El Hall Malik Shabazz): A hero of c1ack llberallon

•

Tens of thousands march against U.S. Gulf deployment
Organizers plan n1assive "Day After" demonstrations in the event of war between the U.S. and Iraq
By 0. Malcolm Carson
HUltop Staff Reporter

1be media's claim of nearly

With President Bush's recent deci·
sion to send an addfijpnal 100,000
troops to join the more -than 200,CXXl
troops who are already there, the Coali·
lion is continuing its efforts to stop the
escalating U.S. involvement in the re·
g1on.

unanimous support among the
American people for Bush's push
toward war in the Middle East was
shattered on Oct. 20 as tens of
There is currently undenvay a nathousands marched against the de- tional campaign to collect a million
•
ployment of U.S. troops to Saudi signatures demanding that the
troops be
Arabia.
brought home. "Day Afrer''- plans for
In New York City, a gathering
of 20,CNJO at Colun1bus Circle in
Manhattan included a special
,
feeder march from Harlem, o~gan·
ized by a coalition of black and ·By Felicia Cosby
Latin organizations. In San Francisco, 8,000 turned out, while Hilltop Staff Reporter
there were thousands more in citPrevioustY considered a career alteries eo&t- to-coast such as Atlanta, native for many black students, the
New Orleans. Detroit, Seattle, Los armed forces are no longer as .appealing
Angeles, Boston and Binning· as they once were due to the Persian
ham.
Gulf crisis.
1be Oct 20 actions, which
Money for; education, hands-on
were organized by the Coalition to training, and adventure were the motiStop U.S. Intervention in the vating factors that prompted many
Middle East, mafk the emergence black students to join the army. How·
of a strong anti-war movement ~t a ever, in the past four months, circumrelatively early stage of the war. It stances have changed.
wasn't until there were half a mil·
''The fear of being sent to war has
lion troops in Vietnam and thou~
prevented many students from joining
sands had died that such a massive
the army," said Sgt. William Walker, a
display of protest occurred during
recruiting officer in the District. ''As far
the 1960i.
as this office is concerned, our recruit·
Teresa Gutierrez, an organiz.cr
ing rate has dropped 5 percent since the
of the actions, said, ''This is a Persian Gulf crisis."
building step for the work ahead.
But according to Lt. Alexander
Now the apparatus and the moveAngelle, a recruiting officer at the Army
ment are in place to stop further
Recruiting National Headquarters,
U.S. aggres.sion.''
there has been a increase in recruiting on

mass demonstrations are in effec:
across the country if war does break out.
It is clear- that African-Americans
are, as a group, among those most opposed to the prospects of war in the
Persian Gulf. A New York TunesiCBS
poll taken in September showed that
approximately half of blacks opposed
the deployn1enl of troops to Saudi Ara~
bia, a figure twice the per<:<ntage of
whites. The National Baptist Convention of Am~rica, a black religious or-

•

ganization, mel in Los Angeles
and wged the government to seek
a peaceful solutioil.
African-Americans are most
likely to oppose war being that
black people are the ones to die in
highest numbcis when war does
break out. African-American.s are
disproportionately represented on
the front lines in numbers which
range in estimation from 20 per·
cent· to-65 percent

Military recruibnent of blacks suffers decline

..

the national level. ''People are still as
anxious as ever to join the armed
forces.''
U. Angelle admits, however, that
although there has not been an overall
decrease in recruitment, the number of
blacks joining the army has decreased
from 26 percent to 24 percent.
''I was thinking about joirilng the
army this summer, because I nied the
money to help me through school, but, I
don't know ~nymore. I'm not to crazy
about the possibility of going to the
Persian Gulf, an~ maybe getting
killed," said junior )fint Cookman.
According to Sgt. Walker, the
chance of anyone just joining the army
being sent to the Gulf is slim.
''l was scheduled to go the Persian
Gulf a month ago. But, luckily, I was
transferred to another for1 in time. I had
to fight in Panama. lbat was no fun, and
I don't want to have to fight in the Gulf,"
said Darian Jacobs, a private at Fort
Mead, Md. ''At first the anny was okay,

but now. I definitely don't want to
be here. Because when they call on
me, I have to go."
Sgt. Walk<r said that since the
Persian Gulf crisis, attitudes like
Darian's have become moIC' and
tmre prevalent. "l have had people
who signed the agreement months
ago, try to back out since tqis incl·
denl."
Aca>rding to one of Howard
University's recruiting officers,
Sgt. James C'.ollete, any decrease in·
recruitment on Howard's campus
has not been noticed. ''If there has
been a decrease, we won't know
until January when our new reauitmenl class starts.''
But Sgt. Walker indicates that
the Persian Gulf crisis has made a
definite dent in army recruitment.
"Yes, this decrease is hurting ~"
said. Sgt. Walker, ''but there isn't a
thing we can do aboul it. We just
have to wait until this Cris.is blows
over."

tween college c·:unpuscs and the rom· black studerit activism.
Ras Baraka also expressed similar
munity; (2) analysis needs to be made of
other movements v1crldwide; (3) and feelings about the ronference and the
students need to c:ganize locally, re- student session in particular.
gionally, nationally and internationally.
At the conclu.sion of the ronference
Ray Davis called tile conference one · studencs mot, to plan an international
of the besl he'd been to in years. He said student oonference in New York Qty
he was particularly impressed \Vith the next year. There will be a planning
level of energy and rommitment which meeting for the conference this spring in
charai:terized the panel on militant Minnesota.

SENATE UPHOLDS
CML RIGHTS VETO
With ex-Ku Klux Klan leader,
---David Duke, watching in the
galleys, the U.S. Senate failed to .
override President O.Orge Bush's
veto of the Civil Rights Act of
1900. Bush vetoed the bill claim' bill."
ing that it was a "qliota
In fact, the bill me..Jy restored
civil rights law to the status quo
which existed before the current
Reagan-packed Supreme Court
overturned a nurnbciOf major de·
cisions. The new laws make it
harder to prove and gain remedy
for racial, gender and other forms
of invidious cliscrimination.
Qvil rights activists are
planning a lobbying campaign to
gain enough votes .to override the
President's veto when the new
C.Ongress ron\•enes in January.

HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS LOSING JOBS

level work. It is estimated that as
many a.s 70 percent of layed-off
workers will be white<(.lllar.
Black people, as the "last hired
and first hired." are SurC to be dis·
proportionately affected as well.
Expendable affinnative action
, programs are often the first cut by
oornpanies seeking 10 tighten their
belts.

•

HISTORIC SITE OF
MALCOLM X'S
DEATH FACES
DEMOLITION
The site of Malrolm X's assassination in 1965 could now become a
bio-teChnology factory operated by
C'.olumbia University and the Oty of
New York unless. efforts by Harlem
and other oommunity activists to
save the Audubon Ballroom are suece~ful.

Opponents of the Plan see it a.s an
attempt "to destroy the legacy of

Maloolm X, our inremational hero,
whose tcachinp, arc being taken up
by today's youth." 1bey cite serious
The long-awaited recession
health risks to the rommunity
looks a.s though it ha.s finally
caused by research which will be
arrived. According to Workplace
carried out at the facility involving
Trends newsletter, more than
gene-splicing using virus.es, bacteria
300,CXXl people may find them·
and radioactive toxic materi~ .
selves haVing lost their jobs in
!
The project is now officially in
1990 ·triple the number for 1989. 1
the Uniform I.and Use Review J>ro.
According to Newsweek, there
I cedurc (ULURP~ and must be aphas been more than one an' proved by Omununity Boan:! 12,
nouncement each day within the
the Oty Planning Commission and
last month of oorporate-staff
the Board of Estimate before it can
layoffs.
go any further.
An increasingly high percent·
Organiurs against the project de·
age of these layoffs are ooming in
mand that the entire Auduboo Ball·
the traditionally safer areu of
room-San Juan Theatre oomplex be
management and professional
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In search of Effie:
Perfect Dreamgi:rl
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Blackman's training society
attempts to develop boys into men

I

•

By Kamal Harris
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The training and elevating of brotl1crs into n1ar1hood and not being considered ''the man," but ''a man," is the purpose of the Blacban·s Training
Society (D.M.T.), acrording to Brother Darnell Dinkins, secretary of the or- '
ganiz.ation and a member of the Nation of lslan1 (N.0.I.).
Members of the N.0.I., on can1pus, \\'anicd to create an organization tl1at
would incorporate the discipline and ''righteous'' practices of the N.0.I .. but
not only be an orgailiZation for Muslinis.
Any black m.'.Ul on campus can j~ tl1c organization for sclf-dcvelopn1ent,
as long as the)· adl1ere to 1l1e b:JSic ru!Cs of tl1c 01g<1niL<1\il1n ·;;code of conduct.
The nlcn1l1ers of tl1c B.M ..l'. arc tiot pe1111i1Lcd to drink ;1lCl)l1ol, lie. s111okc.
fornicate or adulterate, cat S\\'inc (pork), tJSl' p~·of:lnit~·· or h;1ckbite.
Backbiting is thu11.)('c:.:. uf a p-.:1~11 goi11g LO .u1otl1cr person a11d
ridiculing a tl1irJ p:11t)·.
Brother Michael '3X, cl1icf cxccuti\·c ofljccr (CEO) of tl1e organiz;itior1
and men1ber of the N.O.I., said. ''If sonicone l1as a problem "''ith somcor1c,

they should go directly to the perso11 and speak about it. Don't ta1k badly
about someone, because nothing will be solved.''
''\Ve are here to help black n1en develop; they must clean up their negative tl1oughts and actions," Di11kinS said.
111e CEO, Michael 3X, added his thoughts. comparing the Earth to all

\Vrong-doings and negative aspects. ''\Vhen you have a force such as the
Earth's gravity, it is har~ for objects to leave the planet, !Jut once they reach
a certain point in the atmosphere they break free of that central force."
''Once a n1an can escape from drugs. improper foods, and fornication, then
no obstacle will be too hard for him to achieve," Michael 3X added.

Rule number seven of the organization 's code of conduct which reads,
··No fontication or adultery of a11y fom1 is' pellllitted," is heavily stressed.

··If )UU c\Jin1 tlie black ''un1a11 is your sister then you should have no
de:-irc 10 l1a\'e sex \\ i1!1 lier: )'Oil \VOL1ld11 't have sex with your O\Vn sister,
wo11ld ) 'Ou'>'' t\·ticl1ael 3X asked.
··\Ve wan1 10 teach men how 10 look at the black woman in another per- sp.:\.ti\c. Ii )OU clain1 to lo\•e a girl )'OU S<l)' is your girlfriend, then you should
1

see MEN, page 13

L-------------------'~----------------------------------------'

By Ketth L. Alexander

information, call ~7050.
Although there is a special call for

Hilltop S1aff Reporter

che part of Effie, Malone said chose
inteICSted in other roles can audition

In an effort to find that unknown star, "'1
College of Fine Arts Professor Mike,
MaJone has extended an open invitation
to any· \voman, on or off Howard's
campus, who thinks she has what it
takes to play the part of Effie White in
the Drama F>cpartmcnt's spring musical
version of ''Dreamgirls."
Malone said the role of Effie, which
earned its star Jennifer Holliday, a Tony
Award in the Broadway musical, is
probably going to be one of the most
difficult roles in the musicaJ to cast. For
this reason, Malone, who will be directing ''Dreamgirls," has decided to go
outside ·or the College of Fine Arts to
find his Effie.
''I don't think we have too many
candidates in this department for that
role," he said. ''This is not to diminish
the talent irl this department, but to
embrace the talent we already have on
this campus," MaJone said.
Although Malone said this is not the
first time students outside the Fine Arts
have been able to audition for a play or
musical, this is the fU'St time a call has
been extended outside of the college.
The original ''Dreamgirls'' premiered on Broadway on Dec. 20, 1981.
The musical traced the history of black
music of the 19(i()s with an emphasis on
a Supremes-like singing group. Effie,
portrayed 'by Holliday, decided to leave
her group, ''lbe Dreams,'' to pursue a
new career. The musical earned four
Tony Awards, one of which went to
Holliday for best performance in a
musical for the show-stopping ballad,
''And I'm Telling You."
The auditions for Effie and other
roles will be held on Nov. 13-15 in the
Environmen1al Theatre on the first floor
of Fine Arts building. All interested
women may sign up in the Department
of Drama's office, al~ on the first floor

during that time.
Malone, who directed and wrote last
year's musical, "Breakfast in Harlem,"

of the Fine Arts building. For more

and jusc ree<ntly directed che Howard
Player's version of ''Ain't Misbehavin' ," said he thinks the music:al theater studen(s in the department will be
challenged
by
the
roles
in

"Dreamgirls." Malone added cha< he
thinks going outside Fine Arts for this
role will just heighten the competition.
''Auditions are competitive. Every-

one has the opportunicy to compete for
che role," he said. "I'm just looking for
the best person for the role."
Malone said he doesn't expect another Jennifer Holliday or even someone who has acted before, but he is
looking for so~ne with a few certain
qualities:
She has to be an alto with a gospel
music background and with some acting ability, or at least able to be directed.
However, Malone says, "She doesn't
have to be overweiflht."
All interested performers should
oome prepared to the audition with two
songs; a ballad and an uirtempo song.

logue. (No songs

qr monologues from

"Dreamgirls should be used).
Malone says there is definitely one
trait he's looking for in everyone who
auditions for "Dreamgirls..: dedication.

Rchcaruls will be everyday from 3 p.m.
to 6:30 p.m., beginning the second week
in January. Malone hopes to open
''Dreamgirls'' March 6 on the Ira
Aldridge stage.
This is the second time MaJone will
be doing ''Dreamgirls.'' He, along_ wit!_!
music director, Tony Booker of New
York, produced the musical at ·the Karamu Theater in Oevelafld in 1988. Both
men will be teaming for Howard's production.

'

By Shandra McDonald
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Sweet Honey In the Rock will deliver music with a powerful political punch al Cramton.

•

Sounds as Sweet as Honey
''\Ve arc trying to make a change North~ast Wasbington .
en1otior1ally, intc!lectually, politically
The songstresses have a unique title.
and socially. \Ve arc singing in sbmc- Kah lil said that the title originated
;
tl1i11g we believe in; sonicthing we have ''from the Bible." II means that all
'She' astoun~s listeners with lia1n1<)· a con1nii1nic11t ir1,'' said .singer and won1cn are strong and that their nlusic
nious vocals v.•ith assistance of onl}' lier dar1crr Aisl1a Kal1lil.
flows from them like ''honey froni a
body and a few hand pcrcu.>Sio11 i11~tru111c group \Va~ originally a concept rock."
menls; 'she' is Ilic singi11g scnS<11io11 tl1at origi11a!ed \.\'itli tl1c group's artistic
The women are under increasing
Sweet Honey in the Rock and the group dirl'Clor, lkr11icc Jol111son Reagon. A pressure to do n1ore pcrforma11ccs and
of women arc ·celebrating tl1cir 17111 politic;1lly and socially conscience artist lhcy have traveled extensively around
anniversary al Howard 's Cran11on Uni- l1crsclf. Reagon srr tlie to11e for 1hc the world. They have toured in Japan,
versity on Nov. 16&17, at 8 p.n1.
grllUJ1·s focus and has successful ly Australia, the United Kingdonl, Europe
Sweet Honey ir\the Rock is a con· n1ai111.'.li11cd tlia1 focus, altl1ough there and Africa wi1h their melodic messages
temporary quintet df acapclli vocalists l1a\·e been l\vc11ty black won1cn that of no-holds-barred politics and tl1cy still
. con-"
who are based in Washington and l1avc lia\'e l>ccn nicn1bcrs of tl1e group over liopc to tour other areas. ''We still
been entertaining audie11ccs with tl1eir 1l1c years.
tinue to grow. There arc son1e people
ever-changing rhythms and c.-::prcs.sivc
111 1980, Sl1irley Cl1ildrcss, who ·is a wlio do not know who we arc," said
dancing. The base of their n1usic is sig11 l:11iguagc i11tcrpretcr, joined the Kal1lil .
root~ within the tradi.1io11 of blackiJ .... group 10 n1akr tl1cir .co11ccrts accessible
Tickets are $16 and arc on sale at
music by way of gospel, Jllll, blues, and ,... to zlic deaf con1n1u1111y. ll1c group has Cram ton's box·~ office. The concert is
transcends into their own rcndilio11s of pcrf1Jm1i;d at Gallaudct Un iversity, a • wheelchair accessible. For more i11forR&B and rap niusic.
u11iver~i1y for the hearing impaired 1n mation call 483-1010.

By Usa M. Miiier

I

When asked by mod-

erator Rudolph A Pyatt, a
Hilltop S1aft ~eportar
colwnnist for the Post, if
she feared the competition
Learn from some of the
of other beauty and skin
best and go see Joshua I.
care companies who are
Smith, Beteram M. Lee Sr.,
now trying to make
Cardi11al Warde, and E.arl
changes to meet the needs
Graves who are being highof black women, ' ~ 'ms re~
lighted in a six-week lecture
plied that she is not worried
series entitled ''Africanabout competition because
American Entrepreneurs in
"they do oot put dedication
the 1990s,'' featuring the
into the product"
beautiful Naon.i Sllns.
Marie Washington,
The lecture series is
who attended the lecture
sponsored by the Smithwas inspired by Sims. "She
sonian Resident Associate
instilled in me that I have
Program and 11ie IVaslli11g·
the self-esteem to do what I
'°''Post. The progran1, celebave to ." Washington f
brating its 25th anniversary,
along with many other
will be featuring ''tive Afripeople who attended the
can·American entrepre· Naomi Sims owns a successful business.
lecture felt "she gave me an
neurs who have moved beinner-feeling about myself
yond traditional constituenin che Woodward and I:otluop depart· tl1at I . ..;anOOt waiver within," stated
cies to serve national audience.$ an9 ment store which was for black won1en Washington.
markets.," according to lhe Associate to ''enhance her features." All of her
Sims is the founder, chainnan of the
magazine.
products are allergy-free since black board, and spokesperson for ber axn"Blacks are still in chains," said skin is the ''most sensitive on earth."
pany. In addition, she comjX>SCS and ·
SUns, "and are letting America impose
Sims beauty care line, entitled writes her own adver:tlsements. In 1991,
itself onto African-Americans."
''Naomi Sims," now features over 100 Sims plans on Cxpanding her advertisSims, who is a model, author, skin care and hair products for black ing to television.
founder and chairman of her own line of' women. Furthermore, her products are
In terms of dealing with many of lhe
beauty care products caJled upon mem- sold in the Bahanias, Canada. the Virgin challenges in Sims' life she draws her
bers of the audience to ..knock down Islands, France, " London, West Ger- strength from prayer. Sims feels that in
hurdles and open the gates'' to opportu~ many, as well as the United States.
order for African·Americarw 10 deal
nity. Sims felt that "some obsUiclcs arc
Sin1s developed her line because of with such internal problems as self.
self-impo.sed and are the easiest to tfle Jack of beauty care products which doubt they ''must have inner beauty. It is
eradicate."
·
were available for black skin. Sims important to take time with yourself
According lo Sims, blacks must noticed that due to ''stress, black each day ro !""'rish yourself."
"koow what they want and take what women's skin was not as healthy as it
''I believe in myself and who I am,"
you want." Blacks must remember that could have been. We needed a product commented Sims. That is how she
"there is nothing that you cannot do." Our grandmother's used Vaseline to maintains her identity i.n the midst of
She attributes this philosophy ro her clean their skins, but it is no longer mainstream society, anoth:er thing
own personal Sl!lXeS5
appropriate during this time,'' comsee LECTURE, page 13
SUns fiJ:'il introduced her line in 1987 . mented Sims.
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Also, they should be prepared ro pcrfonn some type of acting and a mono-

Smithsonian sponsors black
•
entrepreneur lecture senes
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Now arranQe the circled letters to
form the surp<ise answer, as suggested by the above cartoon.
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Spot theJetPak Commuter Book!
Ten one-way tickets for a n1ere $449. You'll
save 351Jt-take the savings and v. atch 35!k
more naughty foreign films.
1

Congratulations! You're on th"e scent of
the Pan Am Shuttle's low one-way student fare
of$69:4'But then you'ye always had a nose
fora good deal.
I

~

The Pan Am Shuttle's schedule gi\·es the
. flexibility of the nimblest athlete. Flights
depart every hour on the half hour. No reservations necessary... just sho\lr' up and go.
So, getting out of lO\\'n is ne\·er a hurdle.

•

The Pan Am Shuttle lowYouth Fares
will leave you withJnore dough where it counts...

•
•

•

You 11lways \\'ere quick on your feet~ Pan Am
\YorldPas~." 'l'he Richest Fre<iuent Tra,·eler
Prograni in the \Vorld~ 'viii really get "em
scurrying up the ~1 atte rho rn. stom1)i ng out a
flamenco in sunn)' Spain, or dangling out of a
hammock i11 Ha,v11ii. Just dial 1-800-348-8000
and JO in JJ;1n Am \VorldPass today.

'

•

Chewon this. Tra\·elers with taste knov.'
that there's no better v.'ay to travel betv.·een
Boston, New York and Washington than the
Pan Am Shuttle'

in your hand .

Your finger is a wonderful digit! Use it to
order your Jet Pak toda)' by dialing these digits,
1-800-221-1111, or contacting your tra,•el agent.

* The $69 Youth Fare is valid Monday- Friday 10:30 AM- 2:30 PM and
7:30 PM- 9:30 PM . and Sunday 3:30 PM- 9:30 PM. A $59 Youth Fare is
available all day Saturday and until 2·30 PM on Sunday. fare and schedule subject to change without notice A $1 surcharge applies lor !lights
departing Boston. Youth tares are valid lor passengers 12-24 years ol age
With proper ID .
~

FLIGHTS ON THE 1/2 HOUR BETWEEN BOSTON, NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON.

•
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Bumps

pre~ent

By Shannon Garnett

Hilltop Staff

I

•

STDs, an ongomg concern
'

By Felecia Parks
and Yolalne Thezler

''The number of syphilis cases treated
here had risen dramatically in recent

n1onths. People of all ages are contractH~rtop

Staff Reporters

Sexually transm itled diseases
(STDs) are spreading rapidly. About 13
million An1erican arc infected each
year. According to city-wide health
officials. syphilis is one of lhe most
dangerous STDs spreading rapidly
throughput the Washinglon, D.C. area.
t-.1ore than 85,CXXl cases are reported
in An1erica each year and growing
nun1ber of cases appear on co!Jeges.
Three of the most common STDs
an1oc1g college students in the D.C. area
are sypl1ilis. chlamydia and pubic lice.
S~'pl1ili~ is caused by a spiral bacteria
called treponth1a pallidum that is
spre:1d through sexual contact and area
\\'here t!ie skin is broken. According to
a recent study released by the U.S. Depann1er11 of Health, 2,6(() people will
de\'elup s.>•µ11ilis by the end of 1990.
8J-..Webb, a nis at Union
Medical Clinic in North\vCsl D.C., said,

ing the disease."
Vital symptoms of S)'philis include a

painless red bump kno\vn as a cha11cc
sore appearing at the site of infection
and can last up to five weeks. One to six
months after contact. rashes can appear
an)'\Vhcrc on the body as well as enlarged lyf11ph nodes and fever.

Reporter

Have you ever wondered why some
guys wear beards?
BesideS being
trendy, for some men, especially African-American men, beards are a necessity.
The hair follicles or hair roots of
African-Americans are naturally
curved, making a natural curve or curl to
the hair. This is true of beard hair as well
as of other body hair.
When beard hair is cut on 1he slant by
a razor, it gives the hair a sharp point.
The hair's natural curve causes it to reenter or grow back into the skin. This in
tum cau.ses an inflammatory reaction
resulting in pauples or bumps. Sometimes these swellings are known as
pauRles because they contain pus. '
The technical term for this condition
is ''pseudofolliculitis barbae'' but it's
more popularly known as '' razor
bumps."
Avoiding shaving and growing a
beard will help to cure this condition. If

cas, p.1i11ful 11ri11atior1 ;111d pai11 111 tl1e
abdomen. Al1l1011gh penicillin ma)' be
used for trc:1tn1i.:r1t. tl1c r11ost effective
c11rc us \Vith 'rl1c a11til1iotic.· tctr<LC\•cl inc.
Public lice. :ilso k11L1\vr1 as cr:tl>s. arc
till)' par:1sitcs tl1<1t li,,c 011 bo(I}' t1:1irs
usuall)' arol1n<I tl1e rc11ro<luc1ivL' (1rg;1ns.
Pubic li('C car1 s11rCa(l l'y scxt1;1l c<111t11ct.
infected to\vcls. toilet scats. bedding
and clotl1ing. S)·t11ptt1111s inclutlc SC\'cre
,i1cl1i11g a11d n1ild blccllir1g.

I

hairy ·problem

you stop shaving and nicking your skin,
the razor bumps will go away. Some
(men) have them (razor bumps) so bad
that doctors recommended them to a
representative of the American Academy of Dennatologists (AAD).
Robert Moss, a freshman in Liberal
Arts, said ''I stopped shaving and grew
a beard (because) I had so many
bumps .... I didn't mind growing a beard.
1 think it looks good.''
However, A:AD said, anyone who is
troubled with ingrown hairs should
experiment with different methods of
removing hair to find out wbich is the
best for him.
Some patients are advised to develop
an every-other.day shaving routine.
Often, this is not a practical solution.
Darryl Parker, a psychology major
from Maryland, said "I don't shave as
often as I used to. My face and neck
have cleared up some but I didn 't want
(to grow) a beard."
The AAD advises that if shaving is a
necessity, one should follow simple
guidelines. First, shave very carefully.
Second, avoid shaving too closely, and

third, use a sharp blade.
''My boyfriend used to have them
(rawr bumps). I didn't want to touch his
face ... it was full of bumps.... Now he
has a beard and his skin is better,''
Shelby Wilson, a sophorrK>re from New
York, said.
Besides shaving, there are other
methods of removing hair such as de.
p!latories, hair removing agen~ and
electrolysis, electrically pulling th~ hair
from the root.
Dermatologists strongly urge pa·
tients with ''ra;q:>r bumps'' who wish to
use commfi.cially available depilatory
to follow the manufacturers directions
carefully.
Some individuals fmd it helpful to
alternate between shaving and using a
depilatory agent When irritation is
present from either method, the practice
of alternating may make it more diffi·
cult to remove hair properly without
further irritating the skin, ADA said.
Electrolysis, the permanent removal
of hair, may be an effective solution.
However, it must be performed by a
skilled operator and physician should

J
'

•

If left untreated, S)'philis can be fatal .

Treatments include large doses of penicillin and other antibiotics. Follow-up

visits to a physician to ensure effective
treatment.

Chlan1ydia, one of the most

co111n1on

STDs, is caused by the chlan1ydia tra-

Crabs can 1110\'e fro111 pullic hair to
otl1er hairy pl:.tces ,111 tl1e bod)'; Pr~
scrip1io11 cren1es. lriti c111s and sl1a111poos
c:in he 1ised to treat <Ill caS<!s of pL1l1ic lice
hlll lieddi11g :11lll cl<1t l1ir1g sl1ould be
\1;asl.ied ir1 l1l1t \\'ater to kill 1l1e lic.·e,
wl1icl1 ca11 li\ c.' u11 11i l\\U \\'eeks \\'itl1011t
bodv• heat .
There is 11u \'tl.cci11ati(1r1 :1g:1i11s1 tht>
STD,. To 11el11 Sll}JI 1110.:: "l1re:1d llf STlJs,
one nllLSI take JlfC\'C r1ti\'C 111f:1s11 rcs by

chomatis bacteria infecting the uretha in
men and the cervix in \VOmen. Chlamydia is the fastest spreading STD in
the United States causing s1erility in
over four million people.
Eighty percent of 1he women a11d 10 11:-.i11_t! t'1111ll1n11' :11111 li11iiti11g tl 1t' 1il1t11ber
percent of the men co11lracti11& cl1- ul ~~I lJ_.lllllCIS, (.)11e ~llllllltl kllO\V
lamydia do not experience lhe. sy111p· "tl'fld r•e\:1,g11iL~~ ~):-. "'''I · l1cl1> 111t1ers
toms of di!!Charge from the gential ar- Jean1 at>0ut s·1·os.
1

''
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HUH provides physical· .
theraphy · for needy students
By Juan Ponder
HiUtop Staff Reporter

Most students won't suffer any major injuries during their stay at Ho,vard
U11iversi1y, but if they do, it \\'on't dcplelc their pockets.
As.pan of the $140 hcahh fee paid at
rCgistratioil, students are en1itled to receive free medical care if they suffer
from any emergency injury while at
Howard.
Lavern Tuxin, director of physical
therapy at Howard Universiiy Hospital
said, ''We treat any physical disabili1y
that prevents you from participating in
daily activities. These include weak·
ness, joints that are too tight, stroke,
heart attack, sprains and strains.''
Though most students don't require
emergency medical attention, many of
the athle1cs do. ''The bulk of the stu-

•

dents we see arc the athletes," said
Tuxin.
•
Head basketball coach Butch Beard
said. ''When a player gets hurt. our pol·
icy is to tel l the coach and trainer immediately ."
Ho\vard has five to seven athletic
trainers that help condition and rchabili·
tatc ath\eles on the fifteen university
teams. ''We have three trainers that are
p:>sitioned. We also have a staff of
bcl\\'ecn l\VO and four part-time and
student trainers," said Ricky aemons,
assis1an1 athletic director for marketing
.
I
an d promotion.
Students with an emergency who are
nor on an a1hletic team need to go di·
rcctly 10 Howard University .Hospital . •
There they can receive the various trea1mcnts they may require. Methods of
trcatmenl include electrici1y 10 increase
•
blood circulation; heat to dry out
wounds and relieve tightncss;1 cold for
S\Yelling; and hydrotherapy, such as a

\\'hirlpool, for massages or cleansing of
open wounds.
Full-time facul1y and staff of How·
ard University are also eligible for the
health plan.
For serious, prolonged injuries, the
health fee can also save students numer·
ous expenses.
This can be a catch-22 situation,
ho\vever, if a student is injured to the
point where he or sh@/ must drop out.
The health . fee _only covers full·time
registere~ students.
Tuxin indicated
that nonnally the universiry "will handle
such situations.
Students who are not involved in ath·
letics do nor get training on how to
stretch and prepare for physical activiiy
which may lead to injury. According to
Tuxin, patients who have suffered injuries receive such infonnation, bu1 not
the general public. ''If they ask us. we 'II
go out into the community and distribute information," Tuxin said.

HEALTH HINTS
Exerslce: Brain Food
If feeling "the Bum" isn1
rewar~nough, consider this:
exerci
strengthens your mind
as well
your muscles. "The
brain functions better and more
efficien~y in an aerobically fit
body." notes Or. Robert Dus1·
man, Ph.D., a research psy·
chologis1 at the Salt Lake Ci1y
Veterans Administration Medi·
cal

Cen1er.

"People who s1ay fit are bet·
ter off men1ally no matter how
old they are," said Dr. Dus1·
man. In his study, thirteen
adults walked b<fskly and fif.
teen did stretching/flexibllity
exercises tlvee times a week
for one hour. Another group of
fifteen did not engage In any
physical exercise. Men1al ca·
pacity-measured in terms of
memory. reaction time, reasoning, cognition and alertnessmarkedly increased in the walk·
ing group.
While the lrwes1iga1ors are

I

'

not sure how aerobic exercise
boosts brainpower, co-investigator

Rita Emmerson, Ph.D., speculates
that the increase on in mental and
physical energy may be linked 10
greater central nervous system effi·
ciency, which may be affected by
blood circulation to the brain.

carrots and cabbage; cook
about 5 minutes.
Reduce
hea~ cover and simmer abou1
5 'minutes or until vegetables

arr
Heat oven to 400
degrees F. On lightty floured
tender.

surtace, roll ou1 pastry 1o 118inch thickness. Using 4-inch
biscun or cookie cutter, cut ou1
12 pastry circles. (Gather
pastry scraps, roll and cut out)
Place abou11 1/2 tablespoons
filling on hatt of each circle.
Brush edges of pastry with
water.
Fold unfilled dough
over filling; crimp with fingers
or fork to seal edges. On
ungreased baking sheet, arrange patties so 1hey so no1
touch . Bake abou1 20 minutes
or until pastry Is done and
browned. Makes abou1
.12 patties.
Per patty: 257 calories, 5
grams protein, I 7 grams fat,
22 grams carl>ohydrate, 284
milligrams sodium, 0 mil/j..
1

Recipe Comer
Jamaican Vegetable Patties
Pastry for 2 9-inch pie crusts (add
1/2 teaspoon turmeric to dry
ingredients)

2 tablespoons vegetable oil
1 small onion, finely chopped
1 tablespoon curry powder
1/8 teaspoon cayenne pepper
1 cup chopped mushrooms
2 medium-size carrots, shredded
2 cups shredded cabbage or
zucchini
Prepa~e

pastry and chiU.

In large
skillet over medium heat, heat oil;
add onion. Saute' abou1 3 minu1es.
Stir in curry, cayenne, mushrooms,

'

lrgnuy

grams cholesterol, 0.3 gram .
fiber.
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for physical tra;.ning, which includes
extensive exercising and martial arts
techniques in Drew Hall.
continued from page 1
continued from page 10
During the Iakt 10-to-15 minutes of
be willing to commit yourself to her one such class, 1 Brother Reginald X. lems. I only fear he has done too much
through maniagc and not just sexually. who is captain o( the organization and a too fast and will burn out.''
Once she gives her body to you, she has .member of the N.0.1 .• conducts a drillRegistration and financial aid con·
given you a piece of herself; for you to ing session.
tjnue to be a sore 1>9int amongst the
leave her is to steal her virtues or her
The B.M.T. members line up in two student population. When first ap·
privacy," Michael 3X added.
lines and await instructions from Regi- pointed, Jenifer reiterated that his top
Dinkim further spoke. of, the posi- nald X. "Mark time! March!" he shouts priorities in improving Howard were
tive aspects of the B.M.T. ~'This is a and the brothers begin moving. ''Your setting up new procedures to reduce the
non-denominational, non-sectarian left flank man:h, your left flank march. troubles associated with registering
each semester.
or,nization in which brothers can Flank ways to the rear! March.''
bond with' other brothers to seek and
Jenifer claims to have made imReginald 3X told the purpose of
develop their God-given gitu. ''
drilling the brothers. ''Drilling is the provements in the registration and fi.
The members of the organization foundation" of disciplinary training. It nancial aid systems. He said there is an
believe that withotit knowledge of self oompels the habit of obedience and increased staff in the departments that
one can never escalate.
stimulates the desire for cooperative has spent time in workshops about
''Weakness and ignorance will take strength.''
improving attitudes.
In addition ,
you straight to hell, and that is the direcAccording to Michael 3X, "The ulti- Jenifer said the university is planning to
tion of most of the students on this mate goal of the Blackman's Training hire.. an Associate Vice-President for
campus.'' Michael 3X said.
Society is to transform individuals. then Enrollment Management whose sole
The brothers of the B.M.T. meet the campus, and eventually the commu- 10Sp0nsibility will be to supervise and
every Tuesday at 5 p.m. in Douglas Hall nity into a living heaven where right- coordinate financial aid and registration
for mental training.
eousness, wisdom, and power are the and to improve retention and admis·
sions procedures.
Sunday at 9 a.m. the brothers meet order of the day."
Adrienne Price, Director of Finan·
cial Aid and Student Employment feels
•Joshua I. Smith who is a leader in th8t Jenifer· has done an excellent job in
the informatk>n management industry his fust few months.
''He's approved an increase of staff
will speak on Nov. 19.
continued from page 10
•Betram M. Lee Sr. who is the head that was sorely needed,~' Price said. ''He
of BML Associates Inc. and chainnan made sure we had the proper resources
which challenges her.
According to Sims, in order to start a of the African-American Boston Bank to have the finest financial aid program
business ''you need a good idea. What- -of Commerce and of Albimar Commu- in the country by the 1991-92 school
ever your stand in life, whatever you nications' Inc., and part-owner of the year. We have prOcesscd much more
aid than wf, had this time last year. He's
wish ~ to attain, to preserve, stick to it, ~ Denver Nuggets basketball team talks
done a magnificent job."
believe in it.''
'
???when will he speak???.
But, students have yet to see the
Betty Rogers, who is one of the
"'Cardinal Warde owner of Optron
coordinators for the lecture series. felt System5, Inc. will be speaking on Dec. effects of changes the president has

Report

Men

Lecture

Sims 'Was a wonderful start. She set the
tone for the whole course. She has a
"'\ vision which no one else does." Mary
Bargion who is the program director for
the Smithsonian stated that thro,gh
Sims the)' have ..achieved our goals."
The le.cture series is being held at
The Ripley Center .of the Smithsonian.

Work

I

•

continued from page 2
ulc' their school around their work. They
shouldn't'U~ it as a crutch."
Some students find it necessary to
work in order to put themselves thr9ugh
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made. Most still feel there is vast room
Oara Berryhill, the Bursar of the
Bu~ Chief Lawrence Dawson, Assl>for improvement in financial aid .
university, said she appreciates the ciate Director of Howard's ~ty
- '1 really can't say financial aid has accessibility of the president. She is division thought the president is ,doing
improved because I don't have any,'' also optimistic about the new things a very good job.
said Denise Kincaid, a sophomore ac- happening at Howard.
"[Jenifer's) the freshest breeze of
counting major. ''My parents suppos'' I'm pleased with his perfonnance. fresh air we've felt in 20 years.... I give
edly make too much money, but we still I'm pleased with what I think is going to President Jenifer an A+''
have bills and I'm not the only child. I happen at the university. I think good
He said Jenifer has made a special
think they need to take those kind of things will happen with the new admini- effort to understand the resources necthings into consideration.''
stration."
essary to properly run the security of"I realize there are people who need i~
Students agree.
. flee:, and provide those resources and
but there are also those who they say
''I think Jenifer is very accessible to make sure they are used effectively.
don't need it and actually do,'' she students, due to the fact that I was actuJenifer thinks the administration has
added.
ally able to see him. I'd never seen made significant inroads. The commisAlthough many students surveyed President Check before, said Ben sion which will recommend changes
~id they were, pleased that phone ~gisDonkor, a junior finance major.
and cuts in Howard's program has
~tion had finally come to campu~ . ''I was able to sit down and talk to
completed its report and sent it to out·
many others said they saw few improve- Jenifer like he was another student. The side oonsultants. Tiie report should be
.ments in registration.
vibes I got from him gave me the im- available to outside parties by next
''I don't think registration has im· pres.sion that he will see any student, week.
proved, and I've been here tJuee years. basically under any circumstances. He
'We want to be the very best univer·
said R<IWn Brown, a junior film major. was talking tq, us like we were one of his sity in the country. 1be only way we're
"Registration at HU could be a lot bet- friends. He didn't talk down to us," he going to get there is by putting our
ter. I have to keep going back and forth added.
·
money where our strength is," Jenifer
to get and drop off papers. wait in crazy
Due to the urban setting of Howard, said. ''There is no answer for quality
long lines-basically, the whole system security remains a chief concern to both education except to focus on those proI
I •
needs to be updated and improved,'' she students and faculty.
grams that are good and are consistent
said.
Some students don't believe any with Howard University. The whole
: Last year Jenifer said that he wanted improvements have been made, in cam- exercise is to determine which proto be more than just a president but a pus security.
grams meet the criterion.... Howard's
friend to the students. He also said he · "What security?" Leslie Atkinson, a going to be thC: best. There's no queswanted to work more closely with the junior radiology majof, said. "Actually, tion about it."
faculty and staff. Jenifer thinks acces- I feel security officers are doing more
President Jenifer was reluctant to
sibility, especially for students has been harm than good. In some donns, they sit grade himself. · When asked what grade
more successful than anything. He up there and try to talk to everything that he would give himself President Jenifer
meets with students in his office, one- has hips and wiggl~ and ''Dan the Ax said, after a long pause, ''I don't
on-one, every Friday from one until Man'' could just sneak up the step~ know...I think I passed.''
about five.
presenting po~ible danger to others."
This is one category where students " Someone needs to give them a copy of Stoff Reporters S/1awlle Brown, Traci
and faculty seem to agree that Jenifer '\ their job description and they can either Carter, a1id Karen Good con1ribuled lo
has succeeded
abide by it or be ou~" she added.
tliis story.

•

I
•

•

3.

•Earl Graves president and CEO of
Earl G. Graves Cor:poration, publisher
of Black Enterprise magazine will
speak on Dec. 10.
The le.ctures begin at 8 p.m. and are
$43 for members; $73 for non.members
and $5.00 for students.

school and the prcs.sures may be even
greater.
David Foster, a junior occupational
therapy major, works as a therapist aid
for children with learning disorders and
helping to run a day care center.
He said he feels ''a lot of pres.sure. It's
hard trying to go to work and cany a full

"We're placing on a daily basis," she
said ''I try to match student qualifications with those qualifications listed by
the various departments."
Putting in 18-to-20 hours per week,
he said the job has hel~ him in his
~ major as far as dealing with people and
balancing payrolls.
When job demands are low,
Beverly Collins, assistant director MacMillian said he finds time to study
for student employment, is in charge of at work.
Greene-Deckard insists that it can be
placing students in jobs around campus
as part of the financial aid process. rough, but hardly impossible.
"You can work and go to school. A
According to Collins, more than 600
students were placed in on-campus jobs lot of us have done it,'' she said. ''I'm a
living witness."
last year.

load.''
According to Foster, he has had to
put himself on a stem time schedule, but
said the job is not without its rewards.
Since the job is within his major, he has
been able to apply some of his cxpCri·
ence towards credit for his clinical practicum cowse.

'

•

Dixon

continued from page 1
existing apathy in the district govemement.
"I want to work with quality, hardworking men and women in the district,'' Dixon said, "People' hav.e been
frustrated because there are those who
haven't been working and are getting
paid, and the good workers are the one's
at risk. of furloughs.''
Dixon says she plans to work hard
for. the workers who are uying to give
good service to the district, but maintains that she will ''get rid ofi,the waste
and the bloat."
Mindy Chateauvert, a Howard his-

tory profesor is skeptical about Dixon's
political longevity.
''Her administration will depend on
how long the Washington Post loves
her,'' Chateauvert said.
According to district sources, local
attorney an~ former National Urban
League president, Vernon Jordan will
head-up Dixon's transition committee.
Dixon says that a special search com·
mittec will be instituted to attract the
necessary talent needed in the district
government.
'We are going to take an inventory of
the existing government in terms of the
policies and programs and why we have
a problem delivering on key city services,'' Dixon said.

•
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$$ CALL FOR PROPOSALS
The UNIVERSITY WIDE
ACTIVITIES APPROPRIATION
BOARD (UWAAB) IS NOW
ACCEPTING PROPOSAl:.S FOR

THE ·SPRING 1991 SEMESTER.

THE TOTAL AMOUNT
AVAILABLE TO BE DISBURSED
IS $5,655.00
•

Proposals must be University Wide in
nature: that is of benefit and/or
available to the entire University
community and submitted by a
Recognized Student Organization in
good standing (this means with a
current Census ·form on file in the
Student Activities Office)

Buy your AnCarved I4K or 18K gold ring now and receive the perfect holiday gift, a free
pendant wonh $150. The pendant is crafted of IOK gold with an 18-inch chain. Act
now and receive the free pendant or discount of up to $100 on your college ring purchase.
• It's your choice. Receive your pendant before the holidays if you wish.

!
Ii

-•

S.,etiaJ Payment Plan• Availabk

•

Budget Requ~t forms are available in
the Office o1f Student Activities
. "Room 117 sqackburn University Center.

-

•••ii

Monday - Thursday ~ovember 12 - 15
10 am- 4pm

•

Deadline for completed requests:
November 30 1990
·

r

1

Campus Bookstore - Blackbum Center
1

'

•

•

'

•

•
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Football pevzew

Spikers
choke, lose
in semi's

i

,

By Christopher Taylor '

Venom flowing
•
In Rattler's den

Hlllcp Staff Reporter

Bison face tough challenge on the road

<

By Christopher Taylor

BALTIMORE- Nov. l , Up 10-1
in the third and final

sci of the Mid-

Eastem Athletic Conference Volleyball Tournament, it appeared that
the Howard University Volleyball
Team was well on it's way ' to \vinning the game again.st Florida A&M
and therefore the ntatch. But the momentum which is an.. in1portant part
of a game, suddenly changed against
them.
The ind result \Vas Ho\vard 's
lead getting away front them, and

finally losing 9-15, 15-11, 15-13 last
Fri~y in the semi-final round, held

at Coppin State College.
''We played er~tic today, but
once we got back into the game \Ve
took advantage of their (Ho\vard)
low points and we got the momentum," said Florida A&~{ Coach
Pamela Reilly.
This defeat coupled fvith a loss

Hilltop Ste.ti Reporter

defeated North Carolina A&T 15-10,

which is an important part of any

U11ivc::rsity. con1plctcd Howard 's sea-

15-3 and then faced Florida A&M.

game changed, and so did the lead.

''After two years of up and downs on
this learn, this is where you want to be,
still in contention for the title ... these are
the games you live for," said Howard
University foolball Head Coach Steve
Wilson.

son at 16-20.
was 22-10.

Howard, playing their fourth match
of the day, and having won the firsl set

''We had used all of our time-outs

What Wilson was taking about was

Chan1 pionship~

15-9, appeared to get tired during the

and we were down to one substitu-

that Howard can help them.selves to a

Ho\vard had been knocked into the los-

second set. They lost that set 15-11.
This set up a winncr-,take-all final set
because Florida A&M had lost earlier 10
South Carolina State Thursday. The
winner would play South Carolina State
in the finals, and the loser would be
eliminated from the toumamenl
.
In the third set, with the excellent
play ·o f junior hitter/middle blocker
Kial) n \Valkcr, Howard took leads of
10-1, and 11-3. But the momenlL1m

tion left (during the final points of
the third set) ... But once you get the
momentum back, it's hard to a stop a
learn, we were never able 10 get ii
back,'' said Howard coach Linda
Spencer.

win or tie in the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference title if they can. defeat the
Florida A&M Ratters Saturday night at
7 p.m ..

Nov .

6 ag<li11s1 George \Vashington

Howard 's 1989 record

. At the MEAC

ers bracket in the double clin1ination
tournament. after losing their second
gan1e to Soulh Carolina State earlier on

Friday, 16-14, 15-10.

Before that,

Ho'''ard defeated Delaware State 15-

11. 15-6.
After the loss to South Carolina State
(even tu al MEAC Champions) team
mcn1bcrs were fo rced lo '''Ork thcn1sc\ves o ut o f lhe losers bracket. They

.

1

11lis is no easy matter considering
the game is in Tallahassee, Fla. and
Florida A&M is undefeate~ in .the con·
ference .
I

The Lady Spikers did not fare
well in their last match of the season,
losing to George Washinglon 15-4,

15-2, 15-12.

The Ratters are 5-4 overall but 4--0 in
the MFAC. The team is coming off a

•

•

Baseball

48-30 los.s al Sou1hem University, this
after leading 30-14 at half-time.--.........
Howard's 19-14 win over the Rattlers last season al Howard. ended a nine
game losing streak. Florida A&M leads
the overall series 10-2.
Key players for Florida A&M in the
offensive side are: senior halfback Amir
Rasul who has 158 carries for 855 yar~
and six · touchdowns. Junior quarter-

back Tony Eull is 116 of 248 passing
for 1,859 yards, 15 touchdOwns and
nine interceptions.
Bui Howard's ''Buffalo Solder defense ' is ranked •number ·one in l·AA
defense allowing 236.3 yards a game,
and is 11 in scoring defense at 15.2
points ta game.
.
''We can control our own destiny
with a· win, I would rather be in this
position than trying to catch up,'; said
Aorida A&M Head Coach Ken Riley .

0

'

Hitting woes cause fall slump
By Trinl House
HIDtop

Staff Reporter

Throughout the years the Howard
baseball team h~ run into some laugh
1in1es, having three seasons in a row in
which their record was under .500 and
three years placing second in the

~~~
-~

"""

M.EA.C. championship.

--·~
,---- ---£I'

·

Where does the problem stem from?
Well, according to C.Oac~fauck Hinton, its definitely not the lffi'ting. In lhe
pasl, Howard has always been an exceptional hitting team with sluggers like
Milt Thompson of the St Louis Cardinals. Jerry Davis of the San Diego

Padres and Todd Watson of the Cincinnati Reds.
This year will be no exception with
two old faces and a new team attitude.
Sluggers Lee Jones and Eddie Johnson
will have to ·provide the Bison with an
electrical shock to power their way
through the season and lift the jinx
which has hindered them for three
years.

•

(

,

' ' .

Lee Jones is a 5 foot 8 inch, 225·
pound, fast baseman from Jamaica
Queens, N.Y. who was lhe team"s leading homerun hitter a year ago and E.ddie
Johnson is'8. scrappy, 6 foot, senior from
San Diego, Ca., who last year proved to
be a solid performer in the infield and al
the plate.
.
''Ed and I realize what our jobs are
and that is to hit the longball, and with
the help of players like Donnie Brown
and Martin Spinner we should have a
pretty solid team," Jones commented.
Johnson and Jones finished last
year's season with batting averages
well over JOO and should do even better
this year, according to Coach Hinton.
''Since I have been here, we have
always had a strong hitting team. What
we have to be concerned aOOut is our
defense and pitching," said Johnson,
who at one time was a catcher for the
Bison staff.
Speaking of pilching, the Bison have

acqJ~ed some fresh arms to add to the

po~r pitching of Daryl Carter and

Bobby Gorham and the control of Darrel! Moody and Kenneth Oark.
Rob Mainor, who suffered arm problems lasl season, wil}. join newcomers,
Kevin Davis and Keith Ragin, to add
deptb to the pitching staff of old.
''We have been through three seasons and we have learned from each
one, now it is time to put together what
we have learned and produce like we
know we can,''' replied senior Daryl
Carter.
''We have a solid nucleus of good
players , and now all we have to do is put
it in the oven and see how it bakes,"
Hinton said. ''How our seniors will
perform will be the difference in this
year's sea.son ''

'

.

The Bison start the spring campaign
on Feb. 16 in Georgia at the Savannah
Shootout where they will be facing
tean1s such as Armstrong State and
Liberty Baptist, two of the top schools
in Division II baseball.

Football team gets back
on track, win 49-13
'

By Christopher Taylor

•

'
The Howard University footb all
team had a big obstacle to overcome. A decision had been made
earlier in the week to start a new
quarterback; the probl en1 was-he is
only a freshman.

The Bison took the lead for good at
the 14:23 mark of the second quarter on
another touchdown pass. Dubose who
was 15 of 38 for 275 yards and three
touchdowns on tl1e da». completed a 11
yarCl- pass to w·ide receiver Handy Miles
for a 14-7 advantage.
'' I \\'as told Monday at practice that I
was going to start, so I had a cl1ance to
prepare ... I just wa11ted to sl1ow tl1at I
coul d pl ay ," DuOOse said.

~011 '

But no matter, the new
·-quarterback Chris Dubose, started
for Donald Carr, and led Howard
over the hapless Morgan ' iState
Bears 49·13 in a Mid-Eastern Athlelic Conference game played Saturday at Greene Stadium.
This victory before 4,713
people, keeps Howard 1n the
MFAC title hunt. The Bison record
improves to 6-3 overall , 3-1 in the
conference, which leaves tl1en1
behind North Caroli na A&T at 4-1 ,
and league leader Florida A&M at
4-0 with lwo games to play.
'· One of lite few things that Mor-

gan State (0-10, 0-6) did S;nurd,y,

'
•

was la~ lhe lead first. At tl1e 7:13
mark of tl1e first quarter tl1eir quarterback David Partin, tl1rew a 36
•
yard touchdown pass lo Tony James
to give them a 7-0 lead.
Howard equalized with a 57
yard louchdown p~ from Dubose
to wide receiver Mike Caswell at
4:40 left in the quarter.
1

T11is game Was over by half-lime .as
Howard gOt 16 n1ore poi11ts to take a 30·
7 lead. Ryan Heathcock l1ad touchdown
runs of 43 and 2 yards, and placekicker
Gary Mo~ had a fi eld goal of 46
yards in that order for 16 points and tl1e
halftime.lead. Heatl1cock had 17 carries

..

'

I was told Mo11day at
practice tl1at I was
goi11g to start, so I had
a c/1a11ce to prepare... /
jiist wa11ted to show
tl1at I coi1ld play,

"

-Bison quarterback Chris Dubose

for 106 yards and lwo touchdowns
for the day.
1he third quarter saw more of the
same as the Bison got three scores to
the Bears' one. Howard gol another

field goal, this time 30 yards by
Mossop. Theil came a safely by
Robert Winters, and a toucl1down
pass from Dubose to running back
Robert Taylor. All that increased the
lead to 42-7 with 3:38 left in the third
quarter.
Morgan State got a consolation
two yard touchdown run from

~a~:~~ ~~~drs, t~:~h~~=:r~~ce;~~~
Taylor to finish the scoring at 49·13.
Even though he did not score a
touchdown, the player of this game,
was Howard punt/kick returner
Gal)' Harrell. Harrell a freshman,
had 372 all purpose yards against
Morgan State. He had 283 yards
returning punts and kickoffs, caugl1t
tl1ree passes for 83 yards, and had
one running attempt for six yards.

"Coach Wilson (Steve) has been
hyping me up tl1is year, I did not
want to let him down," Harrell said.
''This was not a tune up game for
Rorida A&M, and should not look at
as one because we did not play well
iii every aspe.ct of the game... Dubose
is
going to
be
a
great
quarterback ... and Gary's (Harrell)
best days are in front of him," said
Howard Head Coach Steve Wilson......_

.. QIU ft
1

Defensive end erfan Taltoan(90) helps to shut down Morgan State's running game

•
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SPORTS
Howard Taekwondo inetnber reaches for success
•

By Richard Flowers
and Melanle Brodus

years of hard \York."

'' I am proud to reprcse11t n1y co11ntry

HUllap Staff Report""

''When I am competing•. my mi11d

detaches itself from my body and I
beconre a spectator of the fight, watch-

ing my evel)' move and son1elin1e..'i surprising n1yself,'' said six-foot, 011c
hundred si.xty-five pound Patrice Re•

marck.

Rcn1arck i.s the star n1cri1bcr of the·
Howard University Taekwondo Club

and has received n1an)' accolades for his
outstandini_ talent.
He is a native of the Ivory Coast,
Africa and will represent his count!)' in
the 1992 Ol)'Olpics. ''Participating in

because it is s111all, a11d I have a chance
to bri11g rccognitio11 to the Ivory Coast
and 1-to\vard University."
Rc111arck is by 110 means a long shot
to \Vin a 111eclal in the Olyn1pics. }-le is
prcsc11t\y ra11ked nun1ber two in the
\\'orld and is a top contender for the gold
n1cdal in 1992.
Rc111arck has contpcted all over the
\vorld i11cluding places like Korea,
South A111erica, Europe and Africa and
has 1101 lost a n1atch since his arrival in
tlte U11ited States five years ago.

Howard has been the perfect_;Place. I
have met people from all over the world
and received a good cultural experi·
ence, good education and excellent
training." said Remarck. Remarck's
classroom studies overlap with his
Tackwondo. ''Because I understand
physics, I can relate such principles as
angular mo~entum and the law of iner·
tia to Taekwondo. Taekwondo is phys·
ics because it is the study of the human
movements, as opposed to kungfu
which studies the movements of animals."

111 additio11 to his spccia1 talent in
TaeJ..>vo11do. Rc1t1arck is also gifted in
Physics. '' ( can1e to Ho\vard University
the Ol)•mpics will be one of n1y biggest .
because it al.lo\\'S nte to study Physics
accomplishn1cnts. It is not jusl one day
of competition but a build-up of n1any [\vh i!c part icipati ng 1n Taek\vondo.

Success did not come easy for Re·
man:k. It was only through many ham
years of intense training and practice
that he aChieved the level he Is at today.
"I practice 6- 7 days a week and 4-5
hours a day during the light training. I
train by running. lei~ and sparring.

Earing properly is very important. I try
to eat healthy foods and balanced meals
to build my stamina."~
Reman:k said, "In Taekwondo you
have to be humble and at the same· time
be ronfident. I am not scared of fighting

Soccer club finally
plays, wins 3-0
'

Hilltop Staff Reportef

After waiting t\vo mo11ths to play
their first gan1c, the \von1cn's soccer
club took the field .on Sunday and ble\v
out a more experienced Trinitf Uni\'Cr·
sity team J.Q to fi11ish the fall scaso11
with a perfect record •of 1-0.
•
The Bison-hopefuls \\'COl iilto the
contest missing 10 players. 011e of
\Vhich was the starling goalie, \\•hO \Vas
out of shape and very rusty: but. i1 \vas
through their determi1tation as a ur1it
that they were able to overcome t\1ese
obstacles and leave the field \Vith : tl1e
"victory.
'
~
••J was really prod of ·Our tean1. lvly
defense did all they could to make roy
Job easy," said fill -in goalie Lauren
Edwards. "<·1 never playeCi goalie before.
Usually I play half-back, but Our start·
ing goalie went out of tO\Vn and I \V3f11't
at 100 percent so I said I \\'Ould try il ...
•
After playing a 55oreless first.. half,
the Bison out-shot Tnrrlty (1:7-2) 12-2,
they came oUr in the second half and Put
P,t.es.sur"e ·o~ t~,~ir oppon: nts. fron1 the
"¥" very beginning again out-shoting them

12-S. ··

••••
~

•
>
. The Bison's hard \VOJk finally.
paid,.
.
Qff when \Vith 12:49 to ~o in t)lC st;coi'ld
half..., Nicole Tucker took a pass frbm
' Y.vonne Patte·rson, sptil t\vo defenders
and put a shot over the goalie's !tead for
. the sco~e and 1be ~entual game \vir1ner.
• '-

•

.

•

•

j

will stop all other competitions in order
lo watch Remarck compete. '"The guy
(RemarckJ is fantastic! He is a joy to
watch fight."
Remarck attributes his success to his
coaches, grand Master Dong Ja Yang
and Masters Sumorry alpha and Kun
Young Lee. '' My coaches have taught
n1e the skills of accuracy and timing and
giving me the technical edge."
''I am like an iceberg," said Remarck,
''you only see me, not the coaches and
the people behind me. I am the result of
their efforts."

'\Y .

'

•
•
•
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•

By Martin Lewis

anyone, but I will not belittle-mj opponent. I take each opponent seriously and
feel that I can learn something every
time I tight. I never try to hurt n1y
opponent. however, I am a level that is
hard to find opponents.''
''A lot of times, I have to change my
weight in order to get a fight and often
the opponents forfeits. Once I v.•as
fighting a guy after I threw four kicks at
him, he waved his hands and s<iid, 'No
more'."
One team mate, Cy Moore described
how at Taekwondo matches the referees
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After that goal the mon1en tun1
S\vu11g 10 the Bison and they literally ran
, a\\'3Y \Vith it.
Throughol1t the ga111e it \V~ evident
t!tat the Bison had a definite speed ad·
vantnge over tl1eir oppone11ts, but it \Vas
their inability to co11vcrt their chances
early in the ga111e that kept then1 off the
scoreboard. No\V \Vith the lead, the
Dison started clicking in all phases of
tl1e game.
Passes that \\'ent astray earlier \Vere
no\v fi11di11g open players \vl10 in tur11 .
•
\\'ere getti11g quolity sl1ots on goal.
Tl1e Bison cotl\'erted a bar1g bang
pla)' i1110 ar1otl1ePgoal \vi1!1 9:32 ren1aini11g \vl1e11 f\·larcia Black fed Ro11ke
Aki11bulu1no striking dO\Vn the right
side, \vho in turn se11t a perfect centeri1tg pass to\vard tl1e -front of the net that
Bonita Nall lapped past the helpless
goaltender.
\Vith tl1e cJJck ru111tir1g out, the Biso1i scored tl1eir 'lhird goal or the gan1e
\vhen Pamela ~loore took a pass from
Black and scored 011 tier second efforl
past a falle11 Tri11i1y goaltender.
'' In tlte end it \Vas the speed of our
foT\vard line that made the difference.
Goir1g into the gan1e \Ve had something
to prO\'C to the vnivCrsity'" said Cocaptain Kristen <Pfrk." We only had
,t\\·o substitutes co111pared to their six ,
but \\le still fou11d a \vay to \\'irt."
Said Trinity's Head Coach Richard
Go,\vtzi11gcr: '"1ltC)' just plain out-ran
us. \Ve \\-·e're 1101... playing aggressive
enough at the er1d of the game.''
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Class

_)

cont1nlled from page l
Biirkwell said, on the other .l1and,
there arc , more rooms available, for
example, in the School of BU'Siness, but
they do not have access' to them.
'\J can't sec why we can't get son1cthing out of that big,..building," said
Barkwell.
i
<
He pointed out that adding to the
problem are overrides and times at
which professors \Vant to teach.
When overrides are given, they exceed the capacity of the room. 1 ''The
idea] is for us to have the smaller groups,
but the numbers just don't \\'Ork out that
way," Barkwell said.
1fiough some may fee l eliminating
overrides would help eradicate the
problem, Barkwell said ''some students
would be left out.'' For example, stu·
dents needing a certain class to gradu·
ate, wduld have to w "t until the next
semester to take it.
He added, ''Every ody wants to
teach during a certain me." Barkv.•cil
said most profe
prefer to leach
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. which it is 001
possible because of the lack of space.
''I don •t care what the problem is, I
get tired of people tripping over me
because there's not enough space in
class. That low student-teacher ratio
stuff ain 't true,'' said Michael Moore, a
freshman biology 111:1j1•r
In acl~liticl1t 111 c1<1">\lll•J \:l~11 ~1.1s,
the stat~ of the ~lassroom, itself, pres·
ents a problem.
'11Je condition of the classroo~s, in

general, is terrible. · The lights don 't
\vork, there's no chalk. you have to take
your own chalk to class, you can '1 keep
the sun off the students' backs because
there are no shades, and then they are
cr0\\ ded, especially the general education courses. Not to mention, t11ey're
drafty and cold in the winter and hot in
the sun1 n1cr," said one profes.c;or. who
preferred to be aitonymous.
Other c\assroon1s arc left filthy by
studen1s.
'' I have a fc\v classes in tl1c School of
Band they are al\vays dirty. Everybody
Jea\'CS pop bottles and candy wrappers
a11d loose papers in there," said Charn1in
Dennison, a senior pl1i\OSOphy major.
Yet Mother ac;pcct of this classroom
situation is prevalent. Dr. Donald
Addison, professor of sociology, feels
that smaller classes are needed in the
first two years of school allowing students to be acculturated to the univer·
si1y, so that by the tin1e they enter their
th ird and fourth years, sn1all classrooms
are not necessary.
''Freshn1en and sophomores need the
personal attention. Unfortunately, it's
the freshmen and sophomores that get
the l(arger clac;srooms. ''
He, in essc11ce. believes there is not
enough interaction \Vith s1udents, an
integral part of education in the first two
years.
''We need to concentrate more on
lower level courses by providing gradu·
ate teaching as..c;i~~ants
, and more infor·
n1 al interaction wh..:n you don 't have the
formal classroom atmosphere and you
can interact \Vith the students outside
tlte classroo111," Addison said.

Trying to stretch dollars when you're
computer shopping doesn't mean you're willing
•
10 make saoifices.
' That's why you should consider
the new, affordable Macin1osh•
Cla&Sic• computer.
1t has everything you needincluding a monitor, keyboard, mou.5e, 2 megabytes of RAM, and
a 40·megabyte hard disk Just plug everything in and.the Macintosh
Classic is ready to run, because the system software ts already
installed: And, thanks to the Macintosh computers legendary ease
of use, you'll be up and running in no time.
.
Like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of avail
able applications that all v.urk in the same, consistent way- so
once \l'.lu've learned one program, )l'.lu're well on \'Our ""'Y.tO
learning them all. And this IS one cheap roommate that doesn t ha1
trouble sharing.The Apple• Sur;erDrive:'..standard equipment \

1
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.
"·ith every Macii]ta;h-reads ron1 and wntes to.
~L1cintosh, ~!S·qos, 05;2, and Apple Ufloppy disks,
"iiich tn~
can share 1nfom1auon "'th
"'- S(nneone "iio uses a different
t1]Je of con1puter.
See the ,\ lacintosh Cbssic for
\'OU lf. lt"ll ch;mge your nlind about
ch 'I' roonunates.
.
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For 111ore infor111atio11 visit tl1e
University I3ool<store or contact ·
i'Vly1ttle cr,1bbe ;1t 806~6656

S.T11e pol'.-er to be your best~
'
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rontact Kondria Black at the Bison Year·
book 806-7870

& hving N.W.)

HAPPENINGS
TIIE !ADIES OF ALPHA OIAPTER
DELTA SIGMAi- 1llETA SORORITY,
JNC present "African-American Women
and Reproductive .Righrs" Nov. IS 6:00
p.m. School of Business Auditorium.

11IE !ADIES OF ALPHA OIAPTER,
DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY
INC, present the Annual 1990 JABBERWOK. This talent exhibition will be held on
Monday, Nov. 14 at 6;00 in the College of
Fine AJ1s Room 3001. AdmWion is free.

All arc wclromc . IO attend.
Pocomac Mills Shopping Trip Sal Dec. 1,
1990 SI0.00 Sponsored by Frazier H&ll.
Look for us in BlackWm.

C.OUcgc night at Rosccroft Raceway, Wed.
Nov. 14, 4:30 p.m.-11:30 p.m. W'm trip for
two tO Bennuda • and•much more! ~nt
Beer, live music. Questions? (301) 5874000.

Jazz &: Poetry Series in 1he "Punchout"
evciy Thursday evening Nov. 10. 1990.
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Beta O.apter
presents Its Annual ALPHA WEEK Nov.
11-19, 1990.
Students, faculty, staff top prices paid for
used and unwanted books with resale value.
Tun Jones TAJ Boole ScMcc 722-0701.
Toastmasters 6 p.m.- Undergraduate Li·
brary·l.edurc Room Thuis. Nov. 15, 1989
Power In Words!
1bc Precious Germ of Groove Phi Groove
will be sponsoring a can food/coin drive for
lhc homcks.< fOI the Thanksgiving holiday.
We ask that you please donate any food or
spare change during Nov. 14-21. We will be
a:illccting door to door.

Louisiana Oub Meeting will be held on
Tuesday, Nov. 13th at 5 p.m. in Room 143 of
The Ladies of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. ' Douglas.1 J:lall.
Alpha Ota.peer will be spoosoring our "Projccc Harvest'' Can Food/Clothing Drive Nov. ATIENTION
Residents of Ma.uachu12-16. Donatiom can be made at boxes sctti!! Express bus to Boston for Thanksgivkxatcd in all dorms and Blackburn Center. ing contact Tania 667-7665 after 10 p.m.
All proceeds will benefit WHUR's Project

Harvest.
Sunday, Nov. 11th <Aw Qiamber Body Box

Save I.be Wild Ufc with DJ Kid Capri No
Turning &ck 3047 15th St. N.W. (3 blOcks
north of Meridian Hill Dorm.)
The House ct lmagtoc, Washington's only
black operated shcl.ter neem your financial

and volunteer help for Thanbgiving Nov.
22nd 12:00 noon 214 P St. N.W. 20001
(202) 797-7460.SUn.

Nov. !Ith 0.. Oiamber Bndy Bw(DJ

Kid
Capri Ea.st Coat's #1 Hip Hop DJ No Turning Back 3047 lSlh St. N. W. (Comer of 15th

SSA1TfNilON$$ SCIENCE, PRE-MED,
PRE-DENT MAJORS!! Come find out
about high paying carccrs in the Allied
Health Profcssi~ Wednesday, Nov. 14
Blackbum Ballroom 11-2 .
ATI'ENilON· Senior Portrait Retake. Sitting Fee: $8.00 Date : Monday, Nov. 18,
1990 Timc: 10-6 p.m. For more info please

a

LIQUOR
TAX SERVICES
HOME COOKED FOODS DAILY

I

UNIFlCATIONJSM. worldvicw for lhe
21st century. Call CARP for seminar introductioo, 265-4920.

I

FOOdJ Codling, Supply Drive for homeless
and Soviet Union. Call 265-4920.

Thb ADvance Team,

Howard Universil)'. s Advertising Oub p~nts a Panel:
'~cving Success As An AfricanAIJerican in The ~ertising, Marketing
cdrununications Industry" Wednesday,
~ v. 14, Saocning Room Wcst·Third
Floor School or Communications.
01 School OUcago Promotions ·prescnlS
" ~ to Set Your Mind Free'' Kalabasl
Ni t Cub 14th St, between S and T Sun
da , Nov. 11.

giving Oospcl Concert The Howard
I Oiolr will be in full concert Monda)"
. 19, 1990. Place: Rankin Olapcl Time:
:30 p.m. A free will offering to aid the
mclcss will be taken at intc rm ~ion.

Oub Georgia presents: Thanksgiving in
A11anta. Dcpaning:Novcmbcr 21st. Returning: November 25th. Reserve scars now!!
Stacy 797-2811 Melissa 319-9246
Turkey Expccss to New York City; Nov. 21.
Nov. 25. Television. VCR. Food. Round
uip $fi0. Junior 202-797-7376. S70 after
ncrvcmbcr 16. 1990.

2901 GEORGI A AV ENUE. N .W.

MON.·THU"&. 9 AM • 9 PM

"

Help tiomclcu, elderly, children. Call for
volunteer Saturday project 26.5-4920.

za!x:haeus Free Mcdica1 Oinical needs yow
help. Training for patient advocates begi~
Oub c.Ji Party at 352913th SL N.W. 9:00- ' &{turday, Nov. 10. Join us ! Call Drew ai
witil for more info call San/Vern (202) 234- lf-2400 for more information.
3842.
I
J.foward University Ski Oub (H.U.S.K.1.:
ncral Body Meeting - 11/15/90 (Thur.;
Oub c.Ji meeting on Wed Nov. 14, 1990
ackburn Rm. 142 Tune: 5:00-6:00 p.m.
Blackbum Forum al 5:15 p.m.

DEAS' DELICATESSEN

I

World Peace Prayer Monday's 12 noon.
OulSide Rankin. Near tree. CaU U34920.
I

~

F"10AY 9 AM • IQ PM

SAT. 9 AM • 12 MIDNIGHT

TEL. (202) 387-5175

O!: ' ,.
EOWARO M. OEAS • Pota~.

A11cntian all campus organizations!! If you
are interested in planning the Univcrsitywidc Kwanza celebration please send a
representative to a meeting: Thursday, Nov.
15 , 1990 in the Blackbum Reading Lounge
at 5:00 p.m.

Go express to Chlcago Thanksgiving break
$75.00! roundtrip. Reserve you space now!!
Call 797-0172 Gary/Indiana residents in·
eluded.

Athletic, attradivc males are needed for , Bison at 7 p.m.. Be there for this firsl
intcmationaJ game against the Russian Nap~oto shoot. lntcres1cd? Please forward two
photos (a bust shol and a swim su.it shOI of tional Team from Moscow.
yoursell), name, address and telephone
•
nwnbcr to EbonEy!MahagOncy, P.O. Box
3p354 Dept. HT, Baltimore, Maryland
211212.

VISl\/Mastcrcard. New credit card program
95% ;pprovcd regardless of credit history.
Sea.inly may be required. Chance of a
lifetime, caJI now! (202) 269-0593 •
Volunteer to tutor and befriend young children in 1he area. They need you! Afternoons
VISNMastcrcard. Regardless of previous qr evenings • 1 hour a wck or more. New
credit history. Call now for more infonna- d:ommwiity After School and Advocacy
tion. (202) 610-3643
Jtrogram. 232-0457

PERSONALS

JeMifcr Golsen-Hopc you had a happy
birthday. Remember, you're oJd enough to
get arrested now. Eric.
ADAE L: I1's yours. Please call me. your
current lover.

HOUSING

Ubiquity presents Nguzo Sabo Week!
Monday, Nov, 12-Sµnday, Nov. l81h 1990.

I

Frank love and ?18ron Samuels would like
to thank cvcryonr who helped
make the 1900 rfJCial Greek Stcpshow a
success.

Thinking about moving 2nd semester?
GO EXPRESS TO GDCAGO TilANKS· Reserve your room now and move in before
GIVING BREAK 75.00 ROUNDTRIP fou go home for X-mas vaca1ion. Two (2)
RESERVE YOUR SPACE!! Call 797-0172 looms available al $275.00 each. Both
Gary, Indiana residents included.
}ooms are fumi,thed & have w/w Carpet
'
Your
housemates are 3 other Howard StuAttention: ATTENTION ALL CAMPUS fents. Call Bea #291-1480 leave message.
ORGANIZATIONS!! If you arc interested
in plaMing lhe universi1y-wide Kwanzaa Four bedroom house with large living room
celebration please send a represen1a1ive to a jWall-to-wall carpeting. Two porches and
meeting. Thursdily, 15 Nov. 90 in 1he Black- backyard Two blocks 10 campus. Sl.250+
bum Reading Lounge at 5:00 p.m.
(301) 656-3935.
Turkey express to New York City; Nov. 21.
Nov. 25. Television, VCR, Food. Row1d
trip $60. Junior 202-797·7376. $70 after
November 16. 1900.

MISCELLANEOUS

I.

signs on your jeans or denim jacket? I have
extensive experience drawing names. Afro- Private room for rent: To graduate student/
centric designs and any canoon. comic book upper clas.-;man (preferable male} in private
character in exi.stencc on jcaiis, jackets, and home \1:i1h private bath: Share kitchen and
t-shirts. My prices arc low and negotiable, resi of house. On bus line- safe neighborand my colors arc bright and don'1 fade iii the hood S400.00 per month; $100.00 refundwash! 24 hr service! CaJJ 265-1640 anyfime able security deposit. Call Yvonne (202)
or v~it Rm 533 E towers to sec my v.•ork. 526- 7366.
Ask forCoreyk
-------------1.ADIES. Three rooms arc available GD
Volunteer to ru'1or and befriend ).oori hhil - ' <Bates Street (near campus) for immediate
9
drcn in the area. They need you! AfiJr;ioons ocrupancy. Please call (202) 462-6190 for
or cveni~ - 1 hoor a week or morc.r Ne
features of the house.
Communil)' After School and Advocac~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - Program. 232-0457.
FOR SALE: Mini-fridge. Good shape. OnJy
S60. Call Eric at 789-8420

PRESENTS

To all m~ wonderful friends who remember
my birthday: Andrew M., Jennifer M, ZR.,
Brian P.• Khrys K., Dallas J., Karla T., Erica
R.• Jamilla B., Michael B., + Tarik L , I love
you all, especially you Bartman
JcMifcr

Renovated. large 1 or 2 bedroom English
asemen1 apl. plush carpeling, lots of closels, central air conditioning, security system. Walk to campus. $745+ u1ili1ics. (301)
656-3935.

Oub Georgia presents: Thanksgiving in
Atlanta Dcpaning: Nov~mber 21st Return- Epacious cwo bedroom apartment in Queening: November 25th reserve seats now!! :own 595.00+ utilitios. (301) 277-9822.
Stacey 797-28 11 Meli$8 319-9246.
Rooms available immediately in H~oric lz
Droit Park. Spaci'ous newly renovated
rooms located on Howard University campus. Desire mature stable students call:
Are you k>oking for someone to draw de· (202) 882-8620 <bys.

J OBS

Tardy, thank you for the Sundays and all the
other days. (smile) Benita

' COMING!!! To the
The RUSSIANS ARE
Burr Gym Friday Nov. 16 to play 1he Lady

•

To The Quad volWlteers: Thanks for making the Halloween Special Treat a SllCCCSS.

Watd D., (Bike Pro) I loved the ride and I
appreciated the pep talk Jennifer.
Trev. I am proud of U!
movin....pcacc BlkJWhitc

Keep on

Da' House, Al looking 4 ward 2 getting 2
know u... Ebulition..... Punk Rock ·
Congratulatio~

to Ml.X, Ir. Fore~ Society members: John Jackson. Candace
Kelley, Rhea Edmonds, Traci James, · and
Umar ·Hasan for winning at the Bloomsburg
University tournament, Nov. 2-3.
Janette, you're the best roommate I could
ever have. Jennifer 210W.
Hey F~h. Thanks for remembering my
birthday. Your a friend forever. Sucky
Ducky Cha McGoo.
Winctte : A virtuous woman. He's faithM
and I'm gra1efuJ. Homecoming 1990. A
time to keep. Spread love. Brian
Theodore Snead and the MU< Forcmic
Society, Ubiquity w~hes you the best of
luck th5 weekend at Seton Hall.

l

OOOO!!!l~~ ~!!!l~UOO~~~ \YMI§~~ - ©@lm!F~!ru~fffl©~
NO MBER 9 ·NOVEMBER 16, 1990
AFRICAN
AMERIC
II THE NEED FOR ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENr
;
BUSINESS
EK BANQUET: FRIDAY, NO MBER 16, 1990
~SHINGTON HILTON HO EL
•
6:30pm - 10:30pm
KEYNCj>TE SPEAKER:. MR. FRAN~ SAVAGE
SENIOR VIC -PRESIDENT, EQUITABLE 4JFE ASSURANCE
· HOWARD ALUMNI, '1962 ·
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AETNA LIFE I & CASUALTY
FIRST AMERICAN
GENERAL ELECTRIC
. -BANK
.
MARRIOTT CORPORATION
Pl I I SBURGH NATIONAL
BANK
FORD MOTOR COMPANY
CORNING pORPORATION
PROCTOR & GAM~·BRAND
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
PROCTOR & GAMBLE-FINANCE GENERAL MOTORS
PRUDENTIAL LIFE 1INSURANCE
MOTOROLA
NATIONWIDE LIFE
INSURANCE
ARTHUR ANDERSON AND COMP
CHEVRON
CORNING
INCORPORA I ED
COOPERS •& LYBRAND
FIRST BOSTON
GANNETT
DELOITTE & TOUCHE
I
MEIROPOUTAN LIFE
MERRILL LYNCH
COCA-COLA CORPORATION
BRISTOL MYERS
THE NEW ENGLAND
GEICO
DOW CHEMICAL,
.
PEAT MARMCK
PRICE WATERHOUSE
BITRAGE
GOLDMAN SACHS-INVESTMENT BANKING
GOLDMAN SACH~ I MDING &
1

I

I

I

STUD

I

'

SIGN-UP FOR BANQUET SEATl~G
LOUNGE, STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICE (202)
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